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Objectives
• To identify the literature on primary total hip

replacement (THR) surgery that is relevant to
the question of whether prostheses differ in their
medium to longer term outcomes, and to
synthesise this evidence.

• To use evidence regarding both costs and 
outcomes of primary THR to model how much
more effective newer prostheses must be to 
justify higher costs.

Methods

Data sources
• Electronic searches of MEDLINE and EMBASE

(1980–1995).
• Hand-searches (1980–1995) of the 11 journals

with the highest yield of relevant articles in the
electronic searches.

Study selection
• Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) of any kind

that compared prostheses for primary THR.
• Observational cohort studies that included

concurrent controls.
• Observational studies of single prostheses with at

least 5 years of follow-up and reporting outcomes
in terms of revision rate or semi-standardised
clinical assessment.

Data extraction and synthesis
It was not possible to carry out meta-analysis of 
the evidence from RCTs because each trial com-
pared a unique pair of prostheses. A more informal
form of meta-analysis was performed in which all
data (randomised and observational) were com-
bined for any prosthesis for which at least five inde-
pendent studies reporting revision surgical rates
were obtained. The meta-analysis was termed
‘informal’ because of the impossibility of control-
ling for numerous biases in the data and the poor
quality of reporting of much of the evidence.
Revision rates for eligible prostheses were calcu-
lated, adjusted for person-years at risk. Data were
also combined for meta-analysis for other outcomes
(i.e. hip scores, global ratings of success, and
proportion of patients pain-free). However, studies
lacked evidence of patient-based outcomes, and
clinicians’ views of outcome required substantial

modification of diverse clinical ratings to produce 
a standardised score.

Costs and benefits of primary THR were assessed
using Markov modelling, and calculation of costs
per quality adjusted life-year, with sensitivity analysis
of the results. Outcomes data were taken from a
prospective study of a series of patients followed 
up for 14 years after THR. Costs were estimated
from cost-generating events for THR and unit 
costs from a single centre (Nuffield Orthopaedic
Centre, Oxford).

Results

Eleven RCTs were found that compared outcomes
of prostheses. The trials followed up patients for
short time periods (mean, 3.9 years) and had quite
small sample sizes (mean, 168 patients). A signifi-
cant difference between prostheses in terms of
revision rate was observed in only one RCT.

When results of all reports that included a revision
rate were combined, ten prostheses met the
criterion set for a meta-analysis that at least five
independent studies should be available for a
prosthesis to be included. Adjusted THR revision
rates (revision rate per 100 person-years at risk)
were calculated for each of the ten prostheses to
take account of different lengths of observation.
The most favourable adjusted revision rates were
found for the Exeter, Lubinus and Charnley
prostheses. Intermediate results were found for 
the Müller, McKee-Farrar and Stanmore prostheses.
The least favourable adjusted revision rates were
observed for the Ring, Harris-Galante, PCA and
Charnley-Müller prostheses.

Economic modelling indicated that to be cost-
effective the following improvements in THR
outcome and revision rates would be needed.

• For a new prosthesis costing three times more
than the standard Charnley (i.e. typical cost of a
new cementless prosthesis): ≥ 35–44% improve-
ment in patients aged 50–70 years; ≥ 21–27%
improvement in patients aged < 50 years.

• For a new prosthesis costing 1.5 times more than
the standard Charnley (i.e. typical cost of a new

Executive summary
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cemented prosthesis): 9–12% improvement in
patients aged 50–70 years; 6–7% improvement 
in patients aged < 50 years.

From the available evidence, the extent of the
improvement required of new and more expensive
prostheses is particularly implausible for older
patients. However the new cheaper prostheses 
may be cost-effective because the improvements
required are more likely to be achievable.

Conclusions

There is a striking paucity of clear and relevant
evidence on which to make well-informed choices
about prostheses for primary THR. Although 
basic scientific innovation continues in relation 
to THR, the knowledge base to inform selection 
of prostheses is unlikely to improve in the
foreseeable future.

Of prostheses commonly used in the NHS by 
far the greatest volume of evidence is available 
for the Charnley and on the basis of that evidence
the Charnley appears to perform relatively well.
However, the Charnley design has changed, and it
is not clear how much of the evidence is relevant 
to the current design.

Of other prostheses currently used in the NHS,
positive evidence (but no data from RCTs) was
found in support of the Exeter prosthesis, and
some positive evidence was found for the Stanmore
(for example, evidence that it performed as well as
the Charnley in an RCT). Positive evidence for the
Lubinus IP (less widely used in the NHS) was also
found. The quality of the evidence for other
prostheses was either poor or non-existent. No
substantial evidence could be found for cementless

prostheses in terms of independent observation of
results from five or more studies.

None of the analyses used in this review, such as
meta-analysis of evidence, could overcome the
fundamental weaknesses of the available evidence.
The poor quality of evidence overall does not pro-
vide a basis clearly and authoritatively to identify
prostheses that could be – or should not be –
recommended for use by the NHS. However, it is
clear that the more expensive the prosthesis, the
more difficult it is to provide justification for its
selection on the basis of the current evidence. On
the basis of the economic analysis it seems that the
use of the more expensive (i.e. cementless)
prostheses is hard to justify on current evidence.

Recommendations for future research
As a substantial proportion of the evidence on
outcomes of THR comes from healthcare systems
quite different from the NHS (i.e. the Swedish and
Norwegian national registers) it is recommended
that the case for a UK register should be evaluated.

Least biased assessments would be from RCTs, but
to detect the small but important differences that
may exist between prostheses such trials must be
more adequately designed and powered than those
carried out previously, and should involve multi-
centre participation and long-term follow-up.
Economic modelling in this review indicates that
such trials might identify differences in cost-
effectiveness between cemented prostheses.

Patient-based outcomes provide relevant and
feasible methods to conduct large multicentre
studies. To obtain unbiased assessments of out-
come, the focus should be on outcomes of concern
to patients, particularly pain and function, and 
not solely on revision surgery.

Executive summary
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Elective total hip replacement (THR) is a
biomechanical solution to severe arthritis of

the hip, involving removal of the damaged hip joint
and its replacement with an artificial prosthesis. It
is normally expected to achieve relief of pain and
substantial improvement in mobility and physical
function. THR has become the most common
major orthopaedic surgical procedure and in 
the UK about 40,000 hip replacement operations
are performed annually.

The artificial joint usually involves three elements:
(1) a metal ball that replaces the original femoral
head and which sits on (2) a metal stem which is
inserted into the femur, and (3) a plastic cup 
which is inserted into the acetabulum. These three
elements, referred to as the head, femoral and
acetabular components, function much as a hip
joint. Together they are referred to as a prosthesis.
Prostheses are made by many different private UK
and overseas companies, each of which manufac-
tures its own brand or variant. Each manufacturer’s
prosthesis differs from those of competitors in
details of design, materials and cost.

In the early hip replacement operations carried out
in the 1950s, prostheses were implanted and fixed
in place directly in the bone without use of cement.
A major breakthrough in hip replacement surgery
which resulted in decreased loosening was achieved
by Charnley, who from 1962 onwards used acrylic
bone cement to fix into place a metal femoral
component and plastic acetabular component.
Initially Charnley used Teflon for the acetabular
component but because of catastrophic wear he
later used polyethylene instead. Metal and poly-
ethylene provide an interface with low friction and
wear. Charnley’s design has been considered very
successful and is still the most widely used in the
UK. Improvements in cement and in techniques 
of applying cement are thought to have further
improved the durability of this form of prosthesis
since the pioneering work of Charnley.

From the 1970s onwards a number of other
prostheses were developed that were primarily
intended to eliminate the need for bone cement.
Press-fit prostheses were designed to fix in place by
close fit alone. Threaded acetabular components
which were intended to be screwed into bone were

developed. Porous-surfaced prostheses were
developed: in these the parts of the prosthesis
adjacent to bone have small beads or mesh, and the
aim is to encourage bone ingrowth into pores of
the prosthesis surface to produce firm fixation.
Another method intended to achieve cementless
fixation, which was introduced in the 1980s, is the
coating of the prosthesis with biological products
such as hydroxyapatite (HA) that are intended to
induce bone to grow to fit closely around the
prosthesis. Many prostheses are now hybrid in that
the femoral component is fixed with cement and
the acetabular component is cementless. Other
developments have included the use of ceramic
rather than metal femoral heads to reduce wear.
There is also a return to metal-on-metal bearing
combinations, with prostheses made of various
materials based on stainless steel, titanium or cobalt
chrome. A wide variety of shapes for the femoral
component have been developed. More recently
both acetabular and femoral components have
been made modular by many manufacturers.

As a result of this proliferation of technical variants
of the original Charnley form of prosthesis there
are now over 60 different prostheses from which to
choose in the UK and new designs are continually
being introduced.1,2 A survey of current use of
prostheses by orthopaedic surgeons, carried out as
part of this report, indicates that although the
Charnley prosthesis has a dominant position in
terms of use by surgeons, many surgeons report
using other designs (Table 1; see also appendix 1).
Although reference is made to specific prostheses
such as the Charnley it is important to recognise
that designs are continually being changed.

THR is a successful operation for the majority of
patients, and with most prostheses it has been
estimated that only 10% of patients will require the
THR to be revised within 10 years of the primary
surgery.3 Indeed some follow-up studies of the
Charnley prosthesis at 20 years after surgery indi-
cate 89% survival.4 Apart from complications such
as deep infection or dislocation, the main reasons
for failure of THR are problems that occur after
several years, primarily aseptic loosening of the
prosthesis, due to resorption of bone supporting
the prosthesis, fragmentation of bone cement or
wear in the polyethylene part of the prosthesis.

Chapter 1

Background and study objectives
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For many designs of prosthesis, results in the first 
5 years are good but failure rates increase markedly
by 10 years after surgery.5–7 In particular, the
incidence of loosening or failure in the acetabular
component is very low in the first 5–7 years after
surgery but then rises rapidly.8 It is for this reason
that longer term follow-up is absolutely essential in
this field of surgery.

A substantial amount of orthopaedic surgical 
time is now spent on revising primary hip replace-
ment surgery. Approximately 13% of hip surgery
involves revision rather than primary replace-
ment.9 Revision surgery is more expensive and
time-consuming surgical work and is usually less
successful than primary surgery. The need to revise
surgery does not give a complete picture of the 
full extent of poor outcomes of primary surgery
because patients may suffer pain and disability
without having revision surgery.

A variety of factors may be implicated in poor
outcomes of THR. Patients’ characteristics, such 
as younger age, heavier weight, and higher level 
of physical activity are associated with poorer out-
comes.10,11 Evidence that surgical expertise is another
factor comes from the observation that surgeons in
training have higher revision rates for the THRs that
they have performed.12 Lower volume surgery of
units performing the procedure also appears to be
associated with poorer outcome, possibly because 
of lower levels of experience and expertise.13 The
current review is focused on the role of prostheses 
in influencing outcomes. Because of the relatively
unregulated way in which prostheses are introduced
into clinical practice, it is essential to estimate to
what extent the proliferation of prostheses contri-
butes to differing outcomes of THR surgery. It is
commonly observed that orthopaedic surgery
generally and hip replacement surgery specifically
has an inadequate evidence base from well-designed
trials with which to make choices between different
surgical techniques and prostheses.14–16

The price to the NHS of a prosthesis ranges from
£250 to £2000.2 At present, it has been argued,
there is insufficient systematic evidence of the
outcomes of THR using different prostheses to
enable surgeons and purchasers to make sound
choices between prostheses which differ very
substantially in terms of costs.1,17,18 As will be argued
later, if different prostheses are associated with
different outcomes, particularly the need for
revision surgery, a more complete analysis might
indicate even greater variation in total costs of
different prostheses.19,20

As the present review will demonstrate, there 
is a substantial volume of published evidence
regarding outcomes of THR. A systematic review
makes possible an efficient synthesis of such
evidence. A study was therefore carried out in the
form of a systematic review of available evidence
regarding costs and outcomes of prostheses used 
in THR surgery. The study had two objectives:

(1) to carry out a systematic literature review of
available evidence regarding medium to
longer term outcomes of surgery involving
prostheses used in primary THR in the NHS
and to assess the extent to which such
outcomes do vary by prosthesis

(2) to perform an economic model of the total
costs (including costs of revision surgery) in
relation to benefits associated with different
prostheses to consider how much more
effective newer and more expensive prostheses
need to be to justify higher costs.

TABLE 1  Use of prostheses by UK orthopaedic surgeons, 1996

Surgeons reporting use as:

Prosthesis Femoral Acetabular 
component component

% (n) % (n)

Charnley 52.6 (159) 55.6 (168)

Exeter 15.9 (48) 8.3 (25)

Müller 11.6 (35) 15.2 (46)

Furlong 
(cemented) 8.6 (26) 6.9 (21)

Furlong 
(cementless) 8.3 (25) 1.3 (4)

Ultima 6.9 (21) 5.6 (17)

Stanmore 6.3 (19) 6.3 (19)

Howse 5.0 (15) 3.6 (11)

CPT 4.3 (13) 3.9 (12)

ABG 4.0 (12) 3.0 (9)

CLS 3.6 (11) 3.6 (11)

C-Fit 2.6 (8) 1.0 (3)

Freeman 2.0 (6) 2.0 (6)

Harris-Galante 2.0 (6) 3.6 (11)

Cenator 1.7 (5) 2.0 (6)

Trilogy 0 (0) 2.6 (8)

Source: appendix 1.
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Study question for systematic 
review
A systematic review was undertaken to examine
whether different prostheses for THR were associ-
ated with different medium to longer terms out-
comes. By medium to longer term is meant 5 years
or later after surgery – an arbitrary but useful cut-
off point based on consistent evidence that adverse
outcomes such as revision surgery are rare for
shorter periods of follow-up. Outcomes were
defined as either the occurrence of revision surgery
or standardised assessment of patients’ pain and
function. Studies assessing outcome solely in terms
of radiological evidence of loosening were not
included for two reasons: (1) studies are less likely
to use standardised measurement of radiological
evidence, making meta-analysis difficult, and 
(2) relationships between radiologically detected
loosening and outcomes of importance to patients
(pain or the need to have further surgery) 
are unclear.

Inclusion criteria

For inclusion in the structured review studies 
had to be concerned with primary THR surgery
and to have been published during the period
1980–1995. The following types of study were 
to be included:

• randomised trials of prostheses for THR
regardless of length of follow-up

• comparative observational studies of prostheses
with concurrent controls regardless of length 
of follow-up

• observational studies of single prostheses with 
at least 5 years follow-up and using outcome
measures as described below.

The cut-off point of 5 years was selected because 
of general agreement in the literature that, with
existing clinical measures, rates of poor outcome
such as revision surgery are very low for shorter
periods (less than 1% per year following surgery).8

A review of survival analyses of joint replacements
confirmed that a cut-off point of 5 years follow-up

was conservative and would omit studies with only
small numbers of adverse outcomes.3 For inclusion,
observational studies also had to include outcomes
assessed either in relation to need for revision
surgery, or as a clinical assessment expressed in
global terms (success or failure) or in terms of 
pain and function.

Exclusion criteria

Studies were to be excluded if they focused on
issues that were not considered to be relevant to
the review (congenital hip problems, hip fracture,
hemiarthroplasty, outcomes of revision surgery).
Also excluded were single case studies, and
observational studies not using outcome measures
as defined above.

Search strategy

The search for studies was to be conducted by
handsearching selected journals and by electronic
searches of the MEDLINE and EMBASE databases.
As many as half of relevant trials may be missed if
only electronic searches are used.21 Journals to be
handsearched were selected by identifying those
with the highest rate of relevant publications. 
This was done by taking 3 years of the MEDLINE
search database (1985, 1990, 1994) and identifying
the 11 journals that appeared with the highest
frequency (appendices 2 and 3). A similar strategy
was repeated with the EMBASE search database
(appendices 4 and 5), and it was found that the
seven journals identified as having the highest yield
of papers had already been selected via MEDLINE.
Three further journals identified via EMBASE were
not included for handsearching because of the very
low total yield of relevant publications. Articles
were included provided that either the article itself
or an abstract was available in English.

The 11 journals listed in appendix 3 were therefore
searched by three experienced handsearchers 
for the years 1980 to 1995. The searchers were
instructed to identify and photocopy all reports 
of THR that met the criteria defined above.

Chapter 2

Review of outcomes associated with different
prostheses for THR: methods
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Electronic searches of MEDLINE and EMBASE were
also conducted for the years 1980 to 1995 based 
on the strategies shown in appendices 2 and 4.
Photocopies of relevant reports were obtained.

Planned analyses

The analysis of studies found from the searches was
governed by principles of a hierarchy of evidence.22

Following these principles, evidence from well-
designed randomised controlled trials (RCTs) was
considered to be stronger. Evidence from observ-
ational studies was considered less strong. Observ-
ational studies were considered to provide stronger
evidence if they had concurrent controls, that is
they compared the performance of more than one
type of prosthesis in THRs carried out by the same
surgical unit(s) over an identical period.22,23

Application of these principles resulted in three
planned analyses.

Analysis 1
Evidence from RCTs was to be inspected for
patterns of effectiveness of prostheses. After this
evidence had been examined and found to provide
no strong or consistent evidence in favour of any
prosthesis (see page 7), largely because of inade-
quate periods of time to follow up patients in RCTs,
it was decided to conduct further analyses on the
body of evidence that did contain longer lengths of
follow-up, even though it was unlikely to contain
strong evidence in terms of quality of study design.

Analysis 2
All observational cohort studies with concurrent
controls were to be reviewed for any consistent
pattern of evidence of outcomes associated with
different prostheses. Although less convincing than
evidence from well-conducted RCTs, this analysis
would provide moderately convincing evidence of
differences in outcomes associated with different
prostheses. The results of this analysis are described
in chapter 3 (page 7).

Analysis 3
A third analysis was to be undertaken that took
account of all series* of observations of patients
undergoing THR. Since evidence from the first 
two analyses provided few clear patterns of superior
performance of particular prostheses (see chapter
3), this third analysis attempted to take account of

all evidence available for prostheses regardless of
the quality of study design, provided that the
inclusion criteria for review were met (see above).
It was recognised that such analyses might lend
spurious precision to available evidence. However
meta-analysis of observational evidence has been
used to throw light on other questions in ortho-
paedic surgery. Moreover if no such analysis was
undertaken by our group, there might always be a
lingering question: for example, when considering
the case for the need for large RCTs in this field,
whether available evidence could not be better
exploited if examined more fully. The methods
used for the meta-analysis are described below.

Meta-analysis of all data combined

Because the data from RCTs had produced so little
clear evidence of the longer term performance of
prostheses, it was decided to combine data from as
many sources as possible into a form of meta-
analysis to obtain a more informal estimate of the
possible extent of differences in outcomes between
prostheses. The methods used for this analysis were
adapted from a recent meta-analysis of prostheses
in knee replacement surgery.24

Principles applied to the meta-analysis
The following rules and principles were decided in
advance to guide the meta-analysis.

1. All reports obtained from the initial search were
eligible to be included in the meta-analysis.

2. Studies were excluded if they provided no
prosthesis-specific data on the primary outcome
of surgical revision rates.

3. Duplicate reports of outcomes of prostheses
were eliminated.

4. The meta-analysis would only examine evidence
for prostheses for which at least five
independent studies were found.

5. Where available, clinical assessments of
outcome would be standardised so that a 
larger sample of studies could be included 
in an analysis of outcomes other than 
revision surgery.

6. A standard set of possible confounding variables
would be extracted for each prosthesis series
(length of follow-up, age of sample, proportions
of patients in study samples who were female,
proportions of patients with a diagnosis of
rheumatoid arthritis or osteroarthritis).

* A series is a report of one sample of patients receiving a particular prosthesis, whether in the context of a RCT,
comparative observational study or single observational study.
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In relation to principle 2 above, the meta-analysis
was used to calculate two rates of revision surgery,
both of which were based on the total numbers of
revisions as a percentage of all individuals at risk.
The first (unadjusted) rate was simply a calculation
of the overall rate of revision associated with a
prosthesis which was derived from the number of
revisions performed overall from all of the eligible
studies of that prosthesis and expressed as a
percentage of the total number of patients in the
eligible studies. The second (adjusted) revision rate
was considered more appropriate and informative.
The adjusted revision rate was based on the same
principles as the unadjusted rate, except that the
revision rate for individual studies of a prosthesis
was adjusted for the average length of follow-up of
patients in the sample. When all studies for a
prosthesis were combined, the adjusted revision
rate was therefore the overall rate of revision
surgery associated with a prosthesis in eligible
studies per hundred person-years at risk. This is a
more appropriate expression of available evidence
for a prosthesis because it allows for the fact that as
patients are followed up for longer periods of time,
the number of cases of revision surgery tends to
increase. Confidence intervals (95% CIs) were
calculated for the adjusted revision rate. Although
the adjusted revision rate is more informative than
the unadjusted rate it is still based on the assump-
tion that the annual revision rate for each
prosthesis is constant.

In relation to principle 4, it was decided that there
were sufficient numbers of methodological weak-
nesses in observational studies to require extreme
caution in drawing inferences from single series.
These problems were compounded when observ-
ational studies that derived from different periods,
levels of surgical expertise, patient characteristics,
and quality of data were combined to compare
series in a meta-analysis. For this reason the prin-
ciple was adopted that a prosthesis would only be
included in the meta-analysis if at least five inde-
pendent sets of observations from different data
sets were available.

In relation to principle number 5 above, a pre-
liminary scan of studies suggested that in addition
to the rate of revision surgery for each study it
would be possible to examine three other clinical
outcomes, when reported. These outcomes were 
as follows.

• Many studies reported the surgeon’s global
rating of the outcome of the surgery (‘excellent’,
‘good’, ‘fair’, ‘poor’). It was decided to record
the percentage of patients with an outcome

rated ‘excellent’ or ‘good’ combined reported 
at the last follow-up assessment of each
prosthesis series.

• The second clinical outcome measure reported
in THR studies and extracted for this meta-
analysis was the percentage of patients who were
considered by the surgeon or investigator at
follow-up to be pain-free.

• The third outcome measure extracted from
studies for meta-analysis was the mean hip score
(reported at baseline, at follow-up, or as a
change in score between baseline and follow-
up). This measure required a simple procedure
to standardise the variety of hip scores in use to a
0–100 range. The most commonly used clinical
outcome measure used in THR research is the
Harris hip score,25 which provides a range from 
0 to 100. Some other scores such as the Mayo hip
score26 are also standardised to this range. The
Charnley score27 provides separate scores on a
scale 0–6 for each of three dimensions: pain,
mobility and walking. Although these three
dimensions are not intended to be combined,
the Charnley score can be converted to a 0–100
range by calculating a percentage score for each
dimension and calculating an overall mean for
the three dimensions. Although it was recog-
nised that the different scoring systems are not
comparable and that they may produce different
results when applied to a set of patients,28 a
standardised score might detect gross differences
in outcomes in an exploratory meta-analysis. In
this way, mean scores for each prosthesis series
could be calculated, when recorded, both before
surgery and at the last follow-up assessment. For
some studies it was therefore also possible to
calculate a change score between pre-surgical
and follow-up assessment.

The meta-analysis was conducted on those reports
of prosthesis series that were included after
application of the pre-defined principles outlined
above. In the analysis each separate report of a
series of patients was treated as a single unit or
case. For the purposes of this meta-analysis such
series partly derive from the observational studies
of single prostheses that constitute the subject
matter of most of the papers found for this
literature review (see chapter 3). The RCTs and
comparative observational studies that were found
were also included. Each prosthesis in the RCTs
and comparative studies was entered as a 
separate series.

Estimates of outcomes
From the absolute numbers of events reported 
in each series, simple summing from across the
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relevant studies provided overall estimates for each
prosthesis of the revision rate, the percentage of
patients with an outcome assessed as ‘excellent’ 
or ‘good’ at last follow-up, and the percentage of
patients assessed as pain-free at last follow-up. 
Thus, for example, the revision rate for a prosthesis
derived from all available studies is the absolute
number of revisions divided by the total number of
patients from all relevant studies. For the variables
for which studies provided mean data rather than
absolute numbers (i.e. the mean pre-surgical and
follow-up Harris hip score, or equivalent, for a
sample), to derive an overall Harris hip score for
each prosthesis from all available studies a sample
size-adjusted mean score was calculated. In this
calculation the mean Harris hip score for each study
was multiplied by the number of patients in that
study. The products of the calculations were added
and the result was divided by the total number of
patients for all studies of the prosthesis in question.

Statistical analysis
To test whether there were statistically significant
differences between prostheses in the clinical out-
comes described above, and whether any such differ-
ences were independent of possible confounding
effects of the characteristics of study samples,
analysis of variance with covariates was performed
with each study entered as a case. The dependent
variables of these four analyses were, for each study:

• the rate of revision surgery adjusted for length 
of follow-up

• the mean Harris (or equivalent) follow-up score
• the percentage of patients with an outcome

rated as ‘excellent’ or ‘good’
• the percentage of patients who were pain-free.

Main effects were examined for prosthesis type 
and whether or not the prosthesis was fixed with
cement. The following four variables were included
as covariates:

• mean age of patients in the sample
• the percentage of female patients in the sample
• the percentage of patients who had rheumatoid

arthritis as a main diagnosis
• the percentage of patients who had osteoarthritis

as a main diagnosis.

The duration of follow-up was also used as a
covariate in analyses of the dependent variables
other than the adjusted revision rate (which
included the influence of duration of follow-up 
as a transformed variable). Inevitably this analysis
can only take account of covariates at the level 
of study, rather than on the basis of 
individual patients.

Quality assessment of studies

Quality assessments of studies should be carried out
because more accurate estimates of the outcomes
of treatments can be derived from more rigorous
evidence. Assessments are usually made to exclude
less rigorous studies, to weight studies in meta-
analysis, or to perform sensitivity analyses of
assumptions or results of meta-analysis. As part of
the current review a study was undertaken to assess
the quality of studies of medium to longer term
outcomes (appendix 6). The criteria that resulted
from this assessment were not applied to every
study identified as a result of the literature search
because it became clear from an early stage that 
few strong inferences of clear advantages between
prostheses were going to emerge from the
evidence. Since hardly any of the evidence
provided any support for particular prostheses,
stratifying evidence or excluding evidence could
not make any difference to our conclusions. The
methodological review of orthopaedic research
(appendix 6) nevertheless provides important
evidence of the limitations of current evidence 
for selecting between prostheses.
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Atotal of 191 reports were found that fulfilled
the agreed criteria. In these 191 papers, 

11 RCTs were reported12,29–38 and the remaining 
180 papers reported observational studies. There 
is some duplication in papers reporting studies.

Evidence from RCTs

From a methodological perspective, the 11 RCTs
had quite short periods of follow-up: the mean
length of follow-up was 3.9 years (range of 
follow-up, 1 year to 6.5 years). This is considerably
short of the period at which adverse events follow-
ing THR are likely to occur at higher frequency. 
All of the trials involve small sample sizes: the 
mean sample size overall was 168 patients (range,
28–413 patients). Such trials are unlikely to have
sufficient power to detect relatively uncommon
adverse outcomes. Only one trial used independent
measures of outcome as assessed directly 
by patients.38

The RCTs are summarised in Table 2. Significant
differences between the prostheses investigated
were reported in six of the trials, and in only one
was a significant difference reported in terms of
revision rate: Reigstad and colleagues29 found a
significantly higher revision rate for THR with the
ICLH prosthesis than with the Müller prosthesis.
Two trials observed statistically significant differ-
ences between prostheses on the basis of clinical
hip scores. Jacobsson and colleagues32 found
significantly better Harris hip scores for the
cementless rigid PCA prosthesis compared 
with the isoelastic Butel prosthesis. Søballe and
colleagues34 found that the uncemented Biometric
prosthesis coated with HA was associated with 
more favourable Harris hip scores after 1 year 
than the same device coated with titanium alloy.

Three trials produced significant results in 
terms of radiographic evidence of migration 
or loosening. Two of the three trials indicated
advantages of cemented over cementless
prostheses.31,33 The third trial35 provided evidence
of the advantages of HA compared with other
methods of coating.

The advantages of combining RCTs to increase
sample size for meta-analysis could not be explored
as no two trials addressed the same question. In an
informal sense, Søballe and colleagues34 and
Karrholm and colleagues35 both provided consist-
ent evidence of the value of HA coating for cement-
less prostheses. In a similarly informal sense, four
out of 11 trials included the Charnley prosthesis as
one arm of the trial and in none did it perform
significantly worse than other prostheses.

Another way of reviewing the evidence from 
RCTs is to concentrate on the trials that followed
up patients for 5 years or more. Three of the four
trials that reported results for 5 years included the
Charnley prosthesis as one of the prostheses in the
comparison. In these three trials no difference in
outcome was observed when the Charnley pros-
thesis was compared with the Spectron prosthesis,37

or when it was compared with the Stanmore pros-
thesis.12 In the third trial, the Charnley prosthesis
was found to have a better survival rate than the
cementless HP Garches prosthesis.30

Overall, the evidence from RCTs in THR provides
no clear evidence of the relative advantages of
prostheses. For this reason, the next most robust
source of evidence was also examined – observa-
tional studies with comparative data on prostheses.

Evidence from comparative
observational studies
The second set of data that was examined for
trends in outcomes following THR with different
prostheses comprised 21 papers5,6,39–57 reporting 
18 comparative studies that fulfilled the initial
inclusion criteria set, namely that (1) comparative
data were available for more than one prosthesis,
(2) evidence was based on concurrent rather than
historical comparisons, and (3) evidence was
available on outcomes with each prosthesis in terms
of the need for revision surgery, clinical assessment
(such as a global scale or a rating of pain and/or
physical function), or patient-based outcome.
Although these 18 studies did not involve random
allocation, they were considered of some value

Chapter 3

Review of outcomes associated with different
prostheses for THR: results
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because the performances of different prostheses
can be broadly compared because surgery and
follow-up for patients in each prosthesis group 
were broadly contemporaneous. These studies 
are summarised in Table 3.

In terms of the relevance of the evidence to the
questions of this review, the 18 comparative studies
were more valuable than the RCTs for THR in that
all except three studies45,50,52 followed up patients 

for at least 5 years. These three shorter comparative
studies are included in Table 3. In terms of methodo-
logical criteria however the 18 comparative studies
varied considerably. A small number of studies had
the advantage of a large sample size, particularly the
studies based on the Swedish6 and Norwegian52,53

THR registers. The Swedish study in particular, by
providing data on outcomes on over 92,000 patients
undergoing THR, has by far the largest sample size
of any study of prostheses. The Swedish and

TABLE 2  RCTs of prostheses for THR

Study Prostheses compared No. of patients Duration of Main results*

(hips) per follow-up
prosthesis

Reigstad et al., Müller 155 4 years Revision: Müller 0% vs. ICLH 8.7% 
198629 vs. (p < 0.001).

ICLH (double cup) 149

Wykman et al., Charnley cemented 75 5 years Survival at 5 years: Charnley 88%,
199130 vs. HP Garches 82%. Median Harris hip 

HP Garches 75 score: Charnley 95.3, HP Garches 88.7.

Godsiff et al., Ring UPM femoral cemented 30 2 years No differences in % pain free but 96% 
199231 vs. cemented and 62% cementless walked 

Ring cementless 28 with no aid (p < 0.05).

Jacobsson Two cementless femoral: 4 years Failure (revision or loosening) 43% in 
et al., 199332 isoelastic Butel 28 Butel and 11% in PCA. Harris hip score 

vs. good/excellent in 50% Butel, in 82% PCA 
rigid PCA 28 (p < 0.001).

Reigstad et al., Cemented Landos Titane 60 5 years No differences in bone loss. More 
199333 vs. radio-opaque double line in cementless 

uncemented Zweymuller/ vs. cemented (p < 0.001) but no 
Endler 60 difference in loosening.

Søballe et al., Biometric cementless with 1 year Migration:Ti-coated 3.9 units vs. HA-coated 
199334 femoral component Ti-coated 13 (hips) 1.7 units (p < 0.02). Harris hip score:

vs. Ti-coated 87 vs. HA-coated 98 (p < 0.01).
HA-coated 15 (hips)

Karrholm TiFit straight femoral stem; (a) 20 (hips) 2 years No clinical differences but subsidence 
et al., 199435 fixation by (a) cement, (b) 23 (hips) less for HA than for cement or porous 

(b) HA coating or (c) 21 (hips) (p < 0.002).
(c) porous coating

Onsten et al., All polyethelyne Charnley 2.25 years 0.2-mm migration for both.
199436 socket 21 (hips)

vs.
Cementless porous 
Harris-Galante 21 (hips)

Garellick Charnley 206 (hips) 5.6 years No differences in revision rate:
et al., 199537 vs. Charnley 2% vs. Spectron 1%.

Spectron 204 (hips)

Marston et al., Charnley cemented 200 6.5 years No differences in revision rate (4%) or 
199612 vs. radiological migration.

Stanmore cemented 213

Mulliken et al., Mallory cemented 76 4.8 years No revision cases in either. Harris hip 
199638 vs. score 93 in both. No differences in 

Mallory cementless 71 quality of life.

* Differences not significant unless otherwise stated; p values are given when stated by authors; otherwise p values were unreported or
reported as non-significant.
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TABLE 3  Comparative observational studies

Study Prostheses Sample size Mean duration Methodological Main results
compared (n) of follow-up strengths of study

Sudman et al., Charnley, 203 6.5 years – Failure: Charnley 4%,
198339 Christiansen Christiansen 31%.

Djerf & Wahlstrom, McKee-Farrar, 177 5 years – No differences.
198640 Charnley

Updated:
Jacobsson et al., 199041 11.5 years Survival analysis Survival: McKee-Farrar 82%,

Charnley 90%.

Ritter & Campbell, Charnley, Müller, 746 10 years Survival analysis and Survival: Charnley 91%,
19875 T-28 adjustment by Cox T-28 88%, Müller 80%,

regression; single (p < 0.05).
surgeon.

Updated:
Ritter, 199542 Follow-up, Survival: Charnley and T-28 

1–22 years continued to show better 
survival rate than Müller 
(p < 0.001).

Agins et al., 198843 Charnley, 122 11.2 years Survival analysis and Survival: Charnley better 
Charnley-Müller, adjustment by multiple survival rate (83%) than 
T-28 regression. Charnley-Müller (64%) 

(p < 0.05).

Carlsson et al., Brunswick, 321 9 years – Survival: Brunswick 
198844 Charnley 90.4%, Charnley 100%.

Collis, 198845 10 prostheses 1436 3.9 years Single surgeon. Revision rate: Charnley lower 
(most common (3.3%) than Müller (14.3%).
were Iowa,TR-28,
Charnley)

Wilson-MacDonald Müller: straight, 545 Unclear – Radiological loosening greater 
& Morscher, 198946 curved or 130° (between 5 with 130° than other types of 

and 10 years) Müller (p < 0.05).

Ritter et al., 199047 Miami MOSC, 238 7.6 years Single surgeon, survival Revision rate: metal-
metal-backed or analysis (Kaplan-Meier). backed 6%, non-metal-
non-metal-backed backed 2% (p < 0.005).

Timperley et al., Ring: cemented 526 9 years Single surgeon, Survival: cemented 97%,
199248 and cementless survival analysis. cementless 96%.

Malchau et al., 19936 All prostheses 92,675 Approx. Survival analysis Survival: Charnley, Lubinus,
commonly used 10 years (Kaplan-Meier), CAD do better than Exeter 
in Sweden use of CIs. matt, Müller curved, which do 

better than Christiansen.

Müller et al., 199349 Cementless: 1025 Approx. Survival analysis. Failure rate: Zweymuller 
Zweymuller vs. 10 years (1.3%) lower than both 
Endler and RM polyethylene cups (8%).
(both poly- 
ethylene cup)

Huracek & Spirig, Mecron cementless, 80 4 years Surgery by one Pain: less with HA-coated 
199450 with and without surgeon and outcomes (p < 0.05). No other differ-

HA coating assessed independently. ences in clinical outcomes.

Johnsson et al., 199451 Charnley, 799 10 years Survival analysis and Cox Revision rate: Charnley 5.5%,
Brunswick, regression adjustment better than Brunswick 17.5% 
Lubinus snap fit with CIs, also no loss (p < 0.001), or Lubinus 17.6% 

to follow-up. (p < 0.01)

continued
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Norwegian registers also attempted to represent the
full range of clinical practice in those countries since
all THRs were expected to be reported. Most other
comparative studies represent the clinical practice 
of one, or a small number of, surgeons. The Swedish
register is also of particular value because there are
10 years of observation for many of the prostheses 
in the register. The results of the Norwegian register 
are particularly valuable because the investigators
have used Cox proportional hazards models to
adjust for the effects of type of cement, use of
antibiotic prophylactic, type of operating theatre,
and the age and gender of the patients. Such
analyses have not been carried out in the majority 
of studies reported in this review. Unfortunately the
Norwegian register began later than the Swedish
register and so prostheses have been observed for 
a much shorter period. At the other extreme to the
two national registers are comparative studies with
very small sample sizes and in which no adjustment
is made for possible confounding effects.39,44

In the Swedish register study6 it was found that the
Charnley, Lubinus and CAD prostheses had the
lowest revision rates, that the Exeter matt surface
and the Müller (curved stem) prostheses had inter-
mediate rates, and that the Christiansen prosthesis
had the highest revision rate. Some more recently
developed prostheses, the Spectron, Lubinus SP and
Scan Hip, had very low revision rates but had not

been in use for as long an observation period.
Results from the Norwegian register are reported
separately for cemented52 and cementless53

prostheses. With regard to cemented prostheses,
after adjusting for possible confounding, the
Spectron/ITH prosthesis had the lowest revision
rate. The Müller (curved stem) had the highest
revision rate. Next highest was an Elite/Charnley
combination. The rate for the basic Charnley
prosthesis was intermediate. Amongst uncemented
prostheses, all polyethylene-backed prostheses (such
as Endler) had by far the highest revision rates, and
metal-backed screw prostheses (such as Ti-Fit) also
had high revision rates. In comparison, porous-
coated and HA-coated cups had low revision rates.

Overall, the two largest studies therefore provide
evidence of some prostheses that performed
significantly worse, in particular the Christiansen
prosthesis and, to a lesser extent, the Müller
(curved stem) prosthesis. The Charnley was by 
far the most commonly used prosthesis in both
countries, accounting for 32% of all prostheses 
in Sweden in the period 1978–1990 and for 55% 
of all cemented prostheses in Norway during the
period 1987–1993. The results with the Charnley
prosthesis were favourable in both countries.

The other 16 comparative observational studies are
much smaller in sample size: the combined total

TABLE 3 contd  Comparative observational studies

Study Prostheses Sample size Mean duration Methodological Main results
compared (n) of follow-up strengths of study

Espehaug et al., 199552 10 most commonly 12,179 3.2 years Survival analysis with Failure rate: Spectron/ITH 
used cemented Cox regression better than Charnley 
prostheses in adjustment. (p < 0.05); Müller type and 
Norway Elite worse than Charnley 

(p < 0.01).

Havelin et al., 199553 11 most commonly 4352 Between 3 and Survival analysis Revision rate: HA-coated and 
used cementless 4 years (Kaplan-Meier) with hemispheric cups revised less 
prostheses in Cox proportional often than either metal-
Norway hazards adjustment. backed screw (p < 0.01) or 

all polyethylene (p < 0.001).

Hwang and Park, Cementless: PCA, 270 5 years Single surgeon. No significant clinical differ-
199554 AML, HGP ences between prostheses.

Jacobsson et al., 199555 Cemented: ITH, 142 5 years Multiple regression Radiolucency: ITH greater 
Lubinus SP 2 analysis of differences. (p < 0.02).

Ranawat et al., 199556 Charnley,Triad 226 9 years – Failure rate (radiographic 
loosening): Charnley 10%,
Triad 1.5%.

Weidenhiem et al., Cemented Exeter 151 6.5 years Single surgeon. Revision rate: Exeter 3.5%,
199557 CPT, cementless PCA 34.8%.

porous-coated 
PCA
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sample (n = 7007) from all other comparative
studies is smaller than the Norwegian register, 
and considerably smaller than the Swedish register.
The smaller comparative observational studies com-
pared a diverse range of prostheses for different
lengths of time. It is striking however that, of the
eight studies that include the Charnley as one of
the prostheses observed, all except one small study
which used radiographic loosening as the measure
of failure56 show the Charnley performing more
favourably than comparison prostheses. No 
specific pairs of prostheses are compared
sufficiently frequently to warrant combining 
studies at this point.

Observational data for 
single prostheses
The 159 remaining papers which were identified
from the search and fulfilled inclusion criteria for
this report contain observational data of single
prostheses. The studies reported in these articles
were included in the meta-analysis, the results of
which are described below.

Results of meta-analysis

The primary merit of the meta-analysis is that it
makes fullest use of the large volume of data and
therefore of the large total sample sizes for the
more commonly reported prostheses. However it is
important to stress that this form of meta-analysis
provides only an informal and approximate esti-
mate of likely differences between prostheses. The
meta-analysis required that studies were combined
from different periods over the study period of
1980–1995, and from surgical centres with different
levels of experience and expertise. The analysis
combined series of patients with differing disease
severity, co-morbidity, age and activity levels. There
is therefore very substantial scope for bias in such
evidence. Moreover the standard of reporting of
studies was sometimes so poor that it was not
possible to make any systematic adjustment for
quality of measurement, degree of observer bias in
assessment of outcome, quality of follow-up and
degree of representativeness of reported cases. This
is therefore a fairly tentative form of meta-analysis
which might more accurately be considered an
approximation of possible degrees of differential
outcomes of prostheses.

Of the 191 reports initially found for the review, 
97 were omitted either because they were duplicate
reports or because they reported results on a pros-

thesis that failed our criterion requiring at least five
independent reports. The informal meta-analysis
was therefore based on 94 separate reports and
papers. Eleven papers report on prostheses in the
context of RCTs.12,29–38 Twenty-one papers report 
on prostheses in the context of comparative 
observational studies.5,6,39–57 Sixty-two papers 
report on prostheses in the form of a report of a
single prosthesis.58–119 These 95 reports produce
evidence on 118 separate series of observations 
on a prosthesis.

There were ten prostheses for which the literature
search found at least five independent studies of
outcomes assessed in terms of rate of revision
surgery: Charnley, Müller, PCA, Ring, McKee-
Farrar, Harris-Galante, Stanmore, Charnley-Müller,
Lubinus, Exeter. The number of patient series
(hereafter referred to as ‘studies’) found for each
prosthesis varied considerably. Overall, 44% of all
studies reported on patients who had received a
Charnley prosthesis (Table 4). No other prosthesis
has been as frequently examined. In terms of 
the numbers of patients observed, after Charnley,
the Lubinus prosthesis has been next most
frequently monitored, largely because of the
Swedish and Norwegian registers (Table 4). Four
prostheses (Charnley, McKee-Farrar, Stanmore,
Charnley-Müller) have been monitored in studies
that when combined have a mean length of
observation of at least 10 years.

The characteristics of patients differ for different
prostheses (Table 5). The mean age of patients is
lower and the proportion of female recipients is
lower for the PCA and Harris-Galante prostheses
than for other prostheses.

Analysis of variance showed significant differences
between prostheses for the adjusted revision rate 
(F = 3.13, df 9, p < 0.01), the Harris hip score 
(F = 5.42, df 4, p < 0.01), and for the percentage 
of patients pain-free (F = 3.52, df 4, p < 0.05).
Differences were not significant for the percentage
of patients with outcome rated excellent or good 
at last follow-up.

The meta-analysis identified three prostheses 
with an overall unadjusted revision rate greater 
than 10%: Ring, Charnley-Müller and McKee-Farrar
(Table 5). The adjusted revision rate takes into
consideration the fact that prostheses have been
available for differing lengths of time and that the
longer the length of follow-up of a prosthesis in a
study the greater the likelihood that revision
surgery will occur. The adjusted revision rate
identified four prostheses with revision rates
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TABLE 4  Characteristics of studies included in meta-analysis of outcomes of prostheses

Prosthesis No. of studies Total no. Mean study Mean length of follow-up 
of patients sample size (n) in years (range)

Charnley 52 39,249 755 11.0 (2–20)

Müller 16 3349 209 9.1 (5–14)

PCA 10 1246 125 5.6 (5–7)

Ring 9 1817 202 7.5 (2–21)

McKee-Farrar 6 3577 596 10.0 (5–14) 

Harris-Galante 5 346 69 4.0 (2–6)

Stanmore 5 2474 495 11.0 (8–15)

Charnley-Müller 5 3296 659 11.0 (6–15)

Lubinus 5 15,707 3141 8.8 (5–12)

Exeter 5 6314 1263 6.6 (5–10)

Total 118 77,375 656 9.4

TABLE 5  Patients’ characteristics and outcomes of studies in meta-analysis of prostheses

Patients’ characteristics* Outcomes*

Prosthesis Age Female RA OA Unadjusted Adjusted Follow-up Mean hip Rated Pain-free
(years) (%) (%) (%) revision revision mean hip score ‘excellent’ (%)

rate rate score change or ‘good’
(%) (per 100 (%) (%) (%)

person-years 
at risk)†

No. of studies‡... – – – – 118 118 38 21 25 27

Charnley 66.1 (33–78) 65.9 (31–90) 13.2 (0–100) 69.6 (0–100) 4.7 (0–18) 0.37 (± 0.02) 85.6 (59–95) 39.3 83.5 (51–97) 84.1 (46–100)

Müller 66.8 (49–76) 63.1 (43–83) 5.1 (0–16) 82.7 (42–100) 7.4 (0–27) 0.68 (± 0.10) 83.8 (79–88) 45.8 81.5 (63–92) –

PCA 57.6 (47–67) 47.7 (32–53) 10.2 (0–23) 40.1 (0–100) 7.5 (1–38) 1.31 (± 0.29) 89.6 (85–94) 40.3 85.9 (84–90) 73.7 (73–74)

Ring 63.8 (63–67) 60.1 (53–73) 7.9 (0–8) 61.1 (0–100) 23.1 (0–26) 2.04 (± 0.19) 93.0 (78–98) – 68.7 (38–98) 43.2 (34–49)

McKee-Farrar 63.4 (59–75) 62.7 (55–75) 7.7 (5–11) 46.5 (0–87) 13.2 (4–23) 0.98 (± 0.08) 73.9 (73–76) – 54.3 (49–62) 81.6 (55–75)

Harris-Galante 55.0 (49–69) 41.8 (39–44) 2.3 (0–5) 53.8 (0–100) 8.4 (0–10) 1.40 (± 0.58) 90.1 (83–93) 35.5 – –

Stanmore 66.0 (63–81) 64.1 (51–81) 2.9 (0–6) 86.2 (80–100) 7.3 (6–22) 0.62 (± 0.09) – – – 72.8 (43–87)

Charnley-
Müller 61.1 (59–65) 65.7 (61–71) 18.8 (5–100) 55.6 (0–68) 15.5 (3–45) 1.10 (± 0.10) – – – –

Lubinus 65.4 (61–73) 64.9 (47–72) 11.2 (0–19) 83.3 (71–100) 3.2 (0–17) 0.27 (± 0.03) – – – –

Exeter 70.0 (63–71) 65.3 (48–67) 10.1 (6–18) 83.2 (73–85) 1.3 (1–7) 0.18 (± 0.04) – – – –

RA = rheumatoid arthritis; OA = osteoarthritis
* Values are means with range in brackets unless otherwise stated.
† 95% CI in brackets.
‡ No. of  studies on which outcomes are based.

greater than 1 per 100 patient-years of follow-up:
Ring, Harris-Galante, PCA, and Charnley-Müller. 
A fifth prosthesis, McKee-Farrar, shows an adjusted
revision rate very close to 1 per 100 patient-years 
of follow-up.

Three prostheses – Exeter, Lubinus, and Charnley –
had very favourable results in the meta-analysis,
whether expressed in terms of crude unadjusted
rates or rates adjusted for person-years at risk. Their
adjusted revision rate was less than 0.5% per annum.
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Quality of evidence
To maximise the yield of relevant studies this review
was based on literature identified by an electronic
search as well as by handsearching of selected
journals. It is possible that relevant evidence was
under-sampled because of the linguistic limitations
of the study. Items were included in the review
provided that an article or abstract was in English.
Although this strategy limited access to non-English
language sources, English language abstracts
enabled us to include European and other non-
English language journals in both electronic and
handsearching. However since the focus of this
review was upon prostheses used in the NHS, it was
thought unlikely that important high-quality
evidence on prostheses in use in the UK would be
omitted. So remarkable are the rare high-quality
trials in orthopaedics it is unlikely (although
impossible to rule out completely) that a high-
quality trial of prostheses currently in use in the
NHS would pass unnoticed in discussion in English
language abstracts or would not be publicised by
manufacturers or other interested parties.

There are reasons to think that the current review
is based on most of the available relevant evidence
for prostheses in use in the NHS. An informal
assessment of the thoroughness of the current
literature review can be made by comparing the
yield of RCTs obtained by our search strategy with
other reviews with similar aims reported in 1995
and 1996. Cowley120 conducted a systematic review
of prostheses, the literature review for which
yielded eight RCTs. Yahiro and colleagues121 carried
out a systematic review with a slightly narrower
focus on the acetabular component and found no
RCTs. The review on THR published by the NHS
Centre for Reviews and Dissemination122 refers to
five RCTs. A much earlier search, reported in
1988,14 found only one RCT of THR. The fact that
our search yielded 11 RCTs, a somewhat higher
number than any previous review, provides
informal but encouraging evidence that we have
obtained a substantial proportion of the relevant
published evidence. Moreover, a survey inviting
manufacturers and distributors of prostheses in 
the UK to make available any evidence they had

regarding the performance of prostheses identified
no RCTs and no other important evidence that was
not found by our search strategy.2

This review provides clear evidence for the
commonly expressed view that there is a paucity of
high-quality research evidence, particularly RCTs, for
orthopaedic surgery in general, and for THR speci-
fically. Our review provides further confirmation of
the lack of RCTs for THR that has been commented
on previously.14–16,120–122 A similarly low yield of only
four RCTs was found in a systematic review of
outcomes of total knee-replacement surgery.24

Detailed discussion of the reasons for the lack of
RCTs in THR surgery are beyond the scope of this
review. Surgeons generally have difficulties with
randomisation between surgical options when they
may have greater skill and experience in one
option and tend to have preconceived views of the
advantages of options.14,123 There are other barriers
that may discourage surgeons from performing
RCTs: for example, the perception that multi-
surgeon and multicentre trials are more difficult 
to conduct, analyse and interpret in surgery.124 It 
is clear that a particular problem in THR surgery 
is that outcomes of importance do not begin to
emerge until 5 or even 10 years after intervention.
This may make the funding, logistics and moti-
vation to participate in RCTs problematic.125 At
present investigators undertaking a long-term RCT
also have to contend with the recognition that
novel prostheses and related changes will continue
to be introduced before trial results are reported
with the consequent risk that results will be
perceived as redundant.15

Examination of the results from RCTs found in our
literature search provided no very clear indications
of the relative advantages of different prostheses
because of the small number of trials, their small
sample sizes, the short periods of follow-up and
because no two trials examined the same com-
parative question and so no meta-analysis of RCTs
could be performed.

Overall we conclude that there is little if any high-
quality evidence available to inform decisions about

Chapter 4
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choice of prostheses for primary THR by
orthopaedic surgeons in the NHS.

It has been argued that orthopaedic surgery is one
of the areas of health care in which well-designed
observational studies are needed to examine
effectiveness because of the many difficulties of
conducting RCTs.126 Because of the weakness of the
evidence from RCTs, in our review we examined
the evidence from comparative observational
studies with concurrent controls. When the
comparative observational studies are examined as
a group, the evidence from the Swedish register is
by far the most important for the purposes of this
review because it has a variety of methodological
advantages, especially sample size, length of
observation and generalisability.6 The Norwegian
data and other comparative studies provided some
additional support for some of the trends observed
from the Swedish data.

There remain concerns about potential biases 
from reliance on observational sources. Whereas
Swedish observational data show that after 9 years
the Spectron prosthesis was performing consider-
ably better than the Charnley prosthesis,127 the
evidence from the Swedish RCT of the Spectron
and Charnley prostheses37 shows no difference at
5.5 years. It is possible to speculate that newer
prostheses such as the Spectron are taken up 
by enthusiastic and interested surgeons who 
also have superior technique. It is difficult to
estimate possible effects of the surgeon and 
other potentially biasing factors on the 
observational evidence.

Finally we performed a meta-analysis on a broader
range of studies that included observational studies
of single prostheses – by far the most common form
of evidence in this field. We recognised beforehand
that this would provide a weaker form of evidence
than that from RCTs or observational studies with
concurrent comparisons. Nevertheless the informal
meta-analysis of the ten most commonly studied
prostheses was consistent with the notion that THR
outcomes differ with different prostheses, and that
such differences remain statistically significant
when some possible confounders have been
controlled for to some extent.

Conclusions

There is overwhelming evidence that overall THR
is a successful form of surgery. The majority of
patients can expect to enjoy improved function 
and reduced pain for many years after THR and

will not need revision of their surgery. The present
review is concerned with a more specific question:
the contribution to medium to longer term
outcomes of the large array of available prostheses.
On that more specific issue, the review primarily
underlines how little is known with confidence on
the basis of clear evidence.

Nevertheless, a consistent trend of good
performance of the Charnley prosthesis can be
observed across a range of data sets, study designs
and analyses. For the Charnley prosthesis, out-
comes have been studied in a larger number of
patients for longer periods of observation than is
the case with any other prosthesis. There remain
difficulties in the interpretation of this evidence
because the design has not remained the same 
over the history of the Charnley prosthesis.

In comparison with this reasonably confident
statement that can be made about the Charnley,
conclusions for all other prostheses commonly used
in the UK are much more tentative because they
are based on much weaker evidence. The Exeter
prosthesis had particularly favourable revision rates
in the meta-analysis. It was introduced quite early 
in the history of THR, first being used in 1970. Its
distinctive feature is the lack of any collar on the
femoral stem, which is polished and tapered. In the
data from the Swedish register, the Exeter polished
performed well compared with the Charnley,
whereas the Exeter matt surface performed less
well. The Exeter has been included in no RCTs that
could be found. In the Norwegian register it was
the second most commonly used prosthesis after
the Charnley,52 and in the Swedish register it was
the third most commonly used prosthesis after the
Charnley and the Lubinus.6 In our survey of NHS
orthopaedic surgeons it was found to be second
only to the Charnley in frequency of use.

The meta-analysis indicated very favourable 
results for the Lubinus prosthesis. Studies of the
Swedish and Norwegian registers indicated that the
Lubinus SP performed particularly well. However
as Malchau and colleagues6 comment, because this
device was introduced in the 1980s it has had a
shorter period of observation. It is used by less 
than 1% of the surgeons in our NHS survey.

By contrast some prostheses – Ring, Harris-
Galante, PCA, and Charnley-Müller – appear to
have less favourable results. The highest adjusted
revision rate overall in the meta-analysis was 
found for the Ring. This device also had poor
results in terms of the percentage of patients 
at last follow-up who were reported as pain-free.
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The Ring uncemented prosthesis was one of the
early attempts to improve upon the Charnley
cemented, its main advantage being ease of revision
if needed.102 Like many prostheses it has under-
gone many modifications: initially it was an all-
metal prosthesis but subsequently a metal and poly-
ethylene version was developed. In a small RCT
significant improvement after 2 years was reported
when the Ring was fixed into place with cement
compared with cementless fixation.31 However it
was also reported that the trial was discontinued 
on the grounds that it was unethical after the
investigators noted an unacceptable number of
femoral stem breakages. The authors of the paper
also report discontinuing the use of the prosthesis
altogether. The Ring prosthesis was reported as
being used by less than 1% of orthopaedic 
surgeons in our survey.

The Harris-Galante is a cementless prosthesis, fixed
by its porous coating. It has tended to be used in
younger patients. Methods of analysis in this review
do not allow fully to adjust for younger age which
may independently contribute to poorer outcomes.
The Harris-Galante prosthesis is somewhat more
commonly used in the UK than the Ring prosthesis;
3% of NHS orthopaedic surgeons reported using
the acetabular component. Some of this use may 
be in the form of hybrid combinations of Harris-
Galante with other components.

The PCA is also fixed in position without cement.
Like the Harris-Galante, it is used on somewhat
younger patients. In the meta-analysis the revision
rate for the PCA was intermediate between
favourable and less favourable prostheses. However
it is noticeable that the length of follow-up for 
this prosthesis is somewhat shorter than for most
other prostheses. Owen and colleagues7 noted a
marked deterioration in survival of this prosthesis
at 6–7 years after surgery. Although the PCA is
distributed in the UK, less than 1% of orthopaedic
surgeons used it.

From the pooled evidence of the meta-analysis the
Charnley-Müller also appeared to have a very high
revision rate. The use of this prosthesis was not
reported by any of the orthopaedic surgeons in our
survey, and it was not reported as being distributed
in the UK in the survey by Murray and colleagues.2

The McKee-Farrar prosthesis also had a high
overall revision rate and is used by less than 
1% of orthopaedic surgeons.

A few prostheses, most notably the Christiansen,
have performed particularly poorly as evidenced 
by the Swedish register.6 However that prosthesis 
is no longer in use. The same source provides 
some suggestion of less consistently satisfactory
performance of the Müller (curved stem)
prosthesis.
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Introduction
As has already been indicated, the costs set by
manufacturers for prostheses for THR vary
considerably.2 It has been estimated that costs of
prostheses may represent up to 40% of the total
costs of this form of surgery.120 In this second part
of our report, an attempt is made to model costs in
relation to effectiveness of prostheses to consider to
what extent higher costs of some prostheses may be
justified by greater potential overall benefits.

Despite the dearth of data on the effectiveness of
the newer prostheses, decisions need to be taken
not only on whether their use can be justified in
the context of routine practice but also on whether
the NHS should devote additional research and
development resources to resolving the uncertain-
ties surrounding their use. Economic evaluation
based on decision analytic modelling can generate
valuable information to assist in making these sorts
of decision.128 Such economic evaluation can:

• identify which uncertainties really matter in
terms of their impact on the cost-effectiveness 
of different prostheses

• establish the potential for newer implants to
offer cost-effective gains over prostheses with 
a long track record

• indicate the optimum research methods for
investigating crucial uncertainties

• identify the optimum design of future 
trial-based evaluation.

There is widespread confusion about the meaning
of the term ‘cost-effective’.129 In the context of
THR, since revision operations are markers for
significant resource expenditure and adverse
health outcome for patients (since a failure of 
a hip replacement results in pain and loss of
mobility), a new prosthesis will be cost-effective 
if the total cost of the lifetime care package is less
than for the standard prosthesis, or if the addi-
tional costs of the lifetime care package are worth-
while in terms of the additional benefits to patients
of avoiding the suffering associated with a hip
failure and consequent revision. Daellenbach and
colleagues130 and Gillespie and colleagues,131 using
the perspective of the New Zealand and Australian
healthcare systems, respectively, explored what

reduction in revision rate was necessary with 
a new prosthesis to generate the same overall
expected health-service costs as established
implants. However, this work did not allow for the
fact that higher revision rates may have a significant
impact on expected benefits to patients. Even if 
the new implants generate a higher overall cost 
of treatment than the established ones, they may
still be considered cost-effective if their additional
effectiveness is manifested in terms of avoided 
pain and disability, and if this is valued sufficiently
by patients or by society.

Our analysis explored the potential for newer
prostheses to represent a cost-effective use of NHS
resources in primary THR. The long-term costs and
benefits of standard primary THR were estimated
using a Markov model based on one of the largest
prospective studies of long-term THR survival in
the UK.132 These estimates were then used to
represent the baseline against which the potential
costs and benefits of new implants could be com-
pared. The central question of the analysis was:
given their higher acquisition price, how much
more effective do the newer prostheses need to 
be in order to be considered cost-effective?

The Markov model

Firstly, a detailed description of the construction 
of the Markov model is given. This is followed by 
a description of how this model was used to analyse
the potential cost-effectiveness of new prostheses.

The analysis was based on a simple Markov 
process, which is a form of decision analytic model
used widely in health-services research,133 and in
economic evaluation in particular.134 A Markov
model involves dividing a patient’s possible prog-
noses into a series of health states. The prob-
abilities defining transition between each of these
states are specified over a particular time frame 
(a ‘cycle’) such as a month or a year. With the 
aid of a computer, the model is run over a large
number of cycles to see how a typical patient 
would move between states. Different probabilities
are defined for each form of management under
evaluation, and the costs and benefits of the
comparators are estimated on the basis of the

Chapter 5
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length of time a hypothetical cohort of patients
spends in each state.

The Markov model was used to predict the
prognosis of patients who have undergone primary
THR. Following the operation, patients were
assumed to enter one of four distinct states in 
the Markov model.

• Successful primary: if patients survive the initial
THR they move to this state.

• Revision THR: patients move to this state if their
hip replacement fails (e.g. due to infection or
loosening) and they then require revision
surgery. As some patients require more than one
revision operation, it is possible for a patient to
move into this state more than once. Patients
only remain in this state for one cycle.

• Successful revision: if patients survive revision
surgery they progress to this state.

• Death: patients can die and enter this state at any
point in the model. Patients can enter this state
due to death related to surgery or due to the
underlying risk of death.

A diagrammatic representation of the model is
shown in Figure 1. Following the primary THR oper-
ation patients entered the model in the ‘Successful
primary’ state if they survived the operation or the
‘Death’ state if they did not. The cycle length used
in the model was 1 year. The model was run over a
period of 60 years to estimate the lifetime costs and
benefits of THR (this ensured that over 98% of
patients in the youngest cohort analysed had died).

Three sets of parameters were used in the model:
transition probabilities (which define the rate of

transfer between the four states at each cycle); costs
(incurred by patients in each state); and utilities
(which define a value for the health-related quality
of life [HRQL] experienced by patients in each
state and which, together with life expectancy, can
be used to define patient benefits). The sources of
these data are described below.

Transition probabilities

As this review has already shown, there is a dearth
of appropriate and useful long-term follow-up data
on the effectiveness of hip prostheses. However, 
for the model presented in this paper to be of use,
estimates of how patients progress through the 
four states were required. The starting point of 
the analysis was to estimate probabilities in order 
to model the long-term prognosis of patients
undergoing primary THR using established
prostheses, and the probabilities described 
below all relate to this baseline model.

A key probability within the model is the risk of
failure of the prosthesis and consequent need for
revision surgery. To estimate this risk of prosthesis
failure, we used one of the few UK sources of data
on the long-term outcomes of THR. The study was
a prospective comparison of 1190 patients (mean
age, 68 years; 71% female) who received either a
Charnley prosthesis (n = 208) or a Stanmore
prosthesis (n = 982) between 1973 and 1987.132

Together, the Charnley and Stanmore prostheses
represent up to 40% of the market in the UK,2 and
so this study represents a valuable source of data on
THR revision rates over a period of 14 years for a
large number of patients undergoing THR with

Primary THR

Successful primary Death

Revision THR Successful revision

FIGURE 1  The Markov model
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established prostheses in the NHS. For the model,
the risk of prosthesis failure was estimated on the
basis of the observed survival at 14 years in this data
set, both for the whole patient group and for a
series of patient sub-groups based on age and
gender. After the risk of failure had been estimated
on the basis of 14-years survival, the model was
extrapolated to 60 years to estimate the lifetime
costs and benefits of THR.

The predicted prosthesis survival curves from the
model were compared with actual curves taken
from the Swedish National Hip Arthroplasty
Register,127 one of the largest available sources of
long-term follow-up of patients undergoing THR.

In addition to the probability of prosthesis failure
following primary THR, a number of other trans-
ition probabilities were required for the baseline
model of prognosis. The risk of death was con-
sidered both for risk of death associated with
surgery and for underlying mortality risk. The
former was assumed to be 1% for both primary and
revision THR;135 the latter was assumed to vary with
age and was based on annual mortality rates taken
from standard life tables for men and women.136

The risk of re-revision was assumed to be 4% and
constant over time. Although this risk level is
slightly higher than the 2% rate used by Pynsent
and colleagues in their study,20 it is consistent with
many of the point estimates of revision survival
quoted by those authors.

Resource costs

The cost analysis was carried out from the
perspective of the NHS, with a focus on the cost of
primary and revision THR operations. To cost these
two types of operation, estimates of resources used
during the procedures were required. Estimates of
length of stay in hospital and time in theatre were
based on information provided by the Nuffield
Orthopaedic Centre (NOC) NHS Trust in Oxford
derived from costs for patients treated at that
centre. Estimates of the numbers of out-patient
attendances and X-rays were based on clinical
opinion. The unit costs of each item of resource
were based on data from the NOC at 1996–1997
prices, except for the prices of the prostheses and
cement (which were based on manufacturers’ list
prices including VAT) and clinician and nurse
salary rates (which were taken from the relevant
review bodies’ reports137,138). The cost of the
established implant was based on the acquisition
price of a standard Charnley prosthesis, although
the price of a Stanmore prosthesis is very similar.2

The cost of a revision procedure included the
acquisition cost of a long-stem Charnley prosthesis.
Table 6 details the resource use and cost estimates
used in the analysis. Implant costs include both
femoral and acetebular components.

It is standard practice in economic evaluation to
discount costs that occur in future years,139 and an
annual rate of 6% per annum was used.140

Patient benefits

There are two components to the benefits patients
experience from health care – improvements in life
expectancy and in HRQL. Therefore, any measure
of benefit in economic evaluation should ideally
incorporate both of these elements. The measure
of benefit used in the model described here was 
the quality adjusted life-year (QALY) which has
been used widely in economic evaluation.141 In
addition to incorporating the impact of an inter-
vention on length and HRQL, the QALY is a
generic measure of benefit, which means that, in
principle, it can be used in any area of health care.
This assists in the process of resource allocation
between programmes and disease areas. To
estimate the number of QALYs generated by 
an intervention, a measure of life expectancy is
weighted on an HRQL scale running between 
0 (equivalent to death) and 1 (good health).

In the current analysis QALY estimates were
generated as follows. Within the Markov model,
there is a probability of death from any cause over
time and, as the model was run for 60 years, it was
straightforward to estimate the life expectancy of a
given patient over that period. The quality adjust-
ment of these life-years was undertaken on the basis
of the degree of severity of pain patients would be
likely to experience in given states in the model.
On the basis of data from the UK study,132 it was
assumed that after a successful operation 80% of
patients would experience no pain and 20% would
have mild pain. On the basis of the same data,132 it
was assumed that for patients whose replacement
hips fail, 15% would have experienced severe pain
and 85% would have experienced moderate pain in
the year before that in which revision surgery was
carried out. It was assumed that in the year of a
revision operation, all patients would experience a
level of pain midway between severe and moderate.

The values, on the 0–1 scale, for the calculation of
QALYs were taken from the paper by Laupacis and
colleagues.142 In that study, 188 patients undergoing
THR were interviewed and presented with
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descriptions of mild, moderate and severe
osteoarthritis which focused on six areas of HRQL:
pain and stiffness on exertion, use of walking aids,
use of analgesics, pain at night, ability to do
housework, and social life. The patients were 
asked to value each of these descriptions using an
instrument known as the time trade-off.143 Given
the focus on pain in these descriptions of HRQL,
these values were taken as being reasonable
estimates of the value patients attach to severe,
moderate and mild pain. Although this data set
came from Canada, and so it was recognised that
there could be a problem in applying it generally 
to a UK population, the study provided the best
available data from which to derive values for the
calculation of QALYs in the model. The health
state values used to quality-adjust life expectancy 
on the basis of levels of pain were 0.69 for mild,
0.38 for moderate and 0.19 for severe. It was
assumed that patients experiencing no pain had 
an HRQL valued at 1. In the same way as costs,

benefits occurring in future years were discounted
at a rate of 6% per annum.

Analysis

The starting point of the analysis was to model the
prognosis of the typical patient following primary
THR with an established prosthesis, and the
estimates of transition probabilities, costs and
benefits described above were used for that
purpose. This model became a baseline against
which to assess the potential impact of newer
prostheses. The central question then addressed
was: given that newer prostheses invariably have
higher acquisition prices than established implants,
how much more effective do they need to be to
considered cost-effective?

Clearly, if the new prosthesis reduces health-service
costs overall as well as having a lower revision rate,

TABLE 6  Cost estimate for primary and revision THR

No. of units Unit cost Total cost (£)

Resource Primary Revision
(£)

Primary Revision

Theatre overheads 134 (min)* 195 (min)* 4.89* 655 954

Theatre staff
Consultant surgeon 134 (min)* 195 (min)* 0.496† 66 97
Consultant anaesthetist 134 (min)* 195 (min)* 0.496† 66 97
Registrar 134 (min)* 195 (min)* 0.229† 31 45
Grade F nurse 134 (min)* 195 (min)* 0.179 24 35
Grade F nurse 134 (min)* 195 (min)* 0.179 24 35
Grade E nurse 134 (min)* 195 (min)* 0.153 21 30

X-rays 6 (number)‡ 6 (number)‡ 22.41* 134 134

Stay in hospital 12 (days)* 14 (days)* 201.00 2412 2814

Out-patient visits 3 (number)‡ 3 (number)‡ 84.00* 252 252

Cost of procedure 
excluding consumables – – – 3685 4493

Charnley prostheses 1 (number) 1 (number) – 306¶ 676¶

Cement 2 (packets)‡ 4 (packets)‡ 30.55§ 61 122

Cost of procedure 
including consumables – – – 4052 5291

Sources:
* Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre NHS Trust.
† Review body for nursing staff, midwives, health visitors and professions allied to medicine (1996)137; Review body on doctors’ and
dentists’ pay (1996)138.
‡ Clinical opinion.
¶ De Puy (Leeds). Primary = standard Charnley; revision = long-stem Charnley.
§ CMW Laboratories (Exeter). 40 g packet of Gentamicin cement.
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it would be considered cost-effective. It is more
difficult to be precise about when the new implant
would be considered cost-effective if it has a higher
overall health-service cost and a lower revision rate
which generates more QALY benefit to patients.
The question is whether the incremental cost per
additional QALY is considered worth paying for,
and this depends on whether a purchaser has
additional resources and whether resources can 
be freed up elsewhere in the system.

Work undertaken in Canada suggested that 
a new technology would probably be considered
cost-effective if it cost less than Can$20,000 per
additional QALY, but that it was very unlikely to 
be considered cost-effective if it cost more than
Can$100,000 per additional QALY.144 No such
tentative guidelines have been presented in the 
UK. However, the critical ratios are likely to be
lower given that less money per capita is spent 
on health care in the UK.

To assess what revision rate new implants have to
achieve to be considered cost-effective, a two-way
threshold analysis was undertaken. In this, the

baseline revision probability was varied by a factor
x, which was assumed to be constant for each cycle
in the model. Then the acquisition cost of the new
prosthesis took on the value which achieved one of
three critical thresholds:

• an expected overall health-service cost which was
the same as that of the conventional prosthesis

• higher expected cost and higher expected
QALYs with the new implant, with each
additional QALY having an incremental 
cost of £6500

• higher expected cost and higher expected
QALYs with the new implant, with each
additional QALY having an incremental 
cost of £10,000.

This threshold analysis was then presented
graphically in order to show, for a given percentage
increase in the acquisition cost of a prosthesis
(including cement), the percentage reduction in
revision risk the new implant would have to achieve
over the established prosthesis if it was to be
considered cost-effective in terms of the three
thresholds above.
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Baseline revision risk functions
Using the data from the prospective UK study,132

three approaches were taken to estimate the 
failure risk (or hazard): the first assumed that 
the hazard was constant, whereas the second and
third assumed a hazard increasing in a linear 
or quadratic fashion, respectively. The linear
increasing hazard is estimated by

h = bt

where h is the hazard, t is time in years (i.e. model
cycle number) and b is the coefficient of increase.
Similarly, a quadratic hazard function was 
estimated by

h = ct2

where c is the coefficient of increase.

Figure 2 shows the estimated revision-free survival
derived from each of these three approaches in

comparison with the original revision-free survival
data from which they were estimated. The figure
clearly shows that the linear increasing hazard
produces a revision-free survival curve which is
more consistent with the observed revision-free
survival and hence this assumption has been used
in the analysis. Figure 2 illustrates the predicted
revision-free survival curves for hazards estimated
on the basis of the full data set, but the linear
hazard also produced the best fit for the sub-group
analyses by age and gender. The revision-free
survival for the sub-groups predicted on the basis 
of a linear increasing hazard is shown, together
with the original data points, in Figures 3 and 4.

Clearly, a good model will predict the data from
which it was constructed and Figures 2, 3 and 4 show
that the model does indeed quite closely predict
the revision-free survival observed in the UK
prospective study. However, models should also be
validated by comparing their predictions with data
not used to construct the model. The predicted
revision-free survivals for each cohort after 14 years

Chapter 6

Modelling of cost-effectiveness of THR: results
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FIGURE 2  Three assumptions for estimating revision risk (●●, observed survival; ––––, constant hazard; ..........., linear hazard;
– – –, quadratic hazard)
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shown in Figures 3 and 4 have therefore been
compared with 14-year revision rates for patients
undergoing THR as recorded in the Swedish
registry. The Swedish registry records 89% of
women and 85% of men as being free of revision at
14 years, in comparison with 88% of women and
81% of men predicted by the model. Comparisons
between the model data and the Swedish registry
data are less straightforward for age sub-groups
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(a) Women
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(b) Men

ABOVE: FIGURE 3  Predicted versus observed revision-free
survival for (a) women and (b) men (●●, observed survival;
..........., predicted survival)

RIGHT: FIGURE 4  Predicted versus observed revision-free
survival for three different age groups (●●, observed survival;
..........., predicted survival)
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because different categories were used to describe
the Swedish data and the Swedish data are split by
diagnosis. Data at 14 years are available for patients
with osteoarthritis in the Swedish registry: 84% of
patients aged < 55 years, 81% of patients aged
55–64 years, 86% of patients aged 65–74 years, and
93% of those aged > 75 years had not had a revision
at 14 years. The model predictions of revision-free
survival are 81% for patients aged < 50 years (mean
age, 40 years), 84% for those aged 50–70 years
(mean age, 63 years), and 89% for those aged 
> 70 years (mean age, 76 years). On balance, the
model predictions do not seem at all inconsistent
with the Swedish data at 14 years. Having shown
that the model gives sensible predictions at 14 years
in comparison with available data, we have extra-
polated to 60 years to show the predicted revision-
free survival. The results of this extrapolation are
shown in Figure 5.

Cost and benefit of the 
baseline prosthesis
The first stage in the analysis of the potential 
cost-effectiveness of new prostheses is to estimate
the cost and benefit associated with standard
prostheses (that is, the baseline cost and benefit). 
If the estimated linear increasing hazard function 
is incorporated into the Markov model together
with the other probability and cost data detailed
above, estimates of the cumulative 60-year expected
cost and QALYs of THR can be calculated. These
results are shown in Table 7, and are detailed for 
the various sub-groups of patient. Older patients
undergoing a primary THR will have a lower
expected cost because they are less likely to require
a revision. This is because they may die before a
revision is necessary and they are likely to be less
mobile thus putting less pressure on a prosthesis.
Conversely, younger patients accrue greater long-
term costs because they are likely to live longer and
to have a more active life, thus requiring more
revisions of THR.

Costs and benefits of the 
new prostheses
A two-way threshold analysis relating to an average
patient cohort has been used to explore the ques-
tion of how much more effective a new prosthesis
needs to be, relative to the baseline, to be
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FIGURE 5  Long-term revision-free survival predicted (a) from all
data, (b) for men and women and (c) by age at THR
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considered cost-effective given its additional
acquisition cost. The results of this analysis are
shown in Figure 6. The horizontal axis of the 
graph shows the effectiveness of the new pros-
thesis in terms of the percentage reduction in
revision rate relative to the baseline established
prosthesis. The vertical axis shows the acquisition
cost of the new prosthesis as a percentage factor 
of the acquisition cost of established prostheses,
which is taken as the cost of the standard 
Charnley. The three functions shown in the 
graph represent the three critical thresholds
discussed above:

1. the point at which the overall health-service
cost of the new prosthesis is equal to the
baseline cost despite its higher acquisition 
cost (cost neutral)

2. the point at which the new prosthesis has a
higher overall health-service cost and each
extra QALY it generates costs £6500

3. the point at which the new prosthesis has a
higher overall health-service cost and each
extra QALY it generates costs £10,000.

Given the choice of one of these thresholds to
define cost-effectiveness, points to its north-west
show combinations of added acquisition cost and
lower revision rate that would be insufficient for
the new prosthesis to be considered cost-effective.
Conversely, points to the south-east of the relevant
threshold represent combinations of additional

acquisition cost and reduced revision rate that
would be sufficient for the new implant to be 
cost-effective.

Figure 6 can be used to estimate revision rates
required for any new prosthesis to be cost-effective.
Two scenarios can be used to illustrate this
approach. Firstly we can consider a new cementless
prosthesis approximately 300% more costly than
the Charnley. Secondly we can consider a new
cemented prosthesis with an acquisition cost of
150% of the Charnley. (These relative costs are
typical of newer cementless and cemented
prostheses.) From Figure 6 it is clear that the new
cementless prosthesis is very unlikely to be cost
neutral, however much it reduces the revision rate.
However it might still be considered cost-effective 
if reductions in the revision rate are greater than
about 50% of the baseline (for a threshold cost 
per QALY of £6500) or 40% of the baseline (for a
threshold cost per QALY of £10,000). By contrast,
the new cemented prosthesis would need to 
show only a 30% reduction in the revision rate
compared with a standard prosthesis to be cost
neutral, a 15% reduction for a cost per QALY 
of no more than £6500, and just over a 10%
reduction if its cost-effectiveness is to be less 
than £10,000 per QALY.

The results of the threshold analyses of the two
hypothetical new prostheses relative to the standard
Charnley prosthesis are shown for the patient 

TABLE 7  The baseline results of the model: estimated costs, life expectancy and QALYs of establish prostheses over  60 years for 
various sub-groups

Expected costs (£) Life expectancy (years) Expected QALYs

Patient group (Discounted Discounted Undiscounted Discounted Undiscounted
at 6%) at 6% at 6%

All patients
(mean age 68 years; 71% female) 4804 9.19 14.37 8.39 13.12

Women
(mean age 67 years; Stanmore only) 4746 9.89 16.15 9.06 14.79

Men
(mean age 66 years; Stanmore only) 4963 8.69 13.25 7.9 12.04

Age < 50 at primary THR
(mean age 40 years; 63% female) 5799 14.87 36.70 13.57 33.32

Age 50–70 years at primary THR
(mean age 63 years; 66% female) 4951 10.28 17.31 9.4 15.80

Age > 70 years at primary THR
(mean age 76 years; 73% female) 4535 9.79 6.99 8.93 6.37
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sub-groups in Tables 8 and 9. The tables detail 
the percentage reduction in revision rate that is
needed to achieve cost-effectiveness in each of the
key sub-groups. For those sub-groups that experi-
ence a lower revision risk – in particular older
patients compared with younger ones, and women
compared with men – a greater percentage
reduction in revision rate is required for a new
prosthesis to be considered cost-effective. This 
is because for these sub-groups the scope for
improvement from new technologies is less.

Sensitivity analysis

Any economic modelling of the sort presented 
here is subject to uncertainty in many of its
parameters. Sensitivity analysis is used to assess 
the extent to which the principal results of the
analysis are robust to changes in uncertain
parameters.145 As a starting point for the sensi-
tivity analysis, it is assumed that a new prosthesis 
is 300% or 150% more costly than a standard
prosthesis and that the reduction in revision rate 

is 51% or 14%, respectively, so that both the 
new cementless prosthesis and the new cemented
prosthesis have a cost-effectiveness ratio of £6500
per QALY. For each of the parameters of the
model, an elasticity is calculated which measures
the impact of a change in the parameter on the
cost-effectiveness ratio. The elasticity is given by

εy = ∆y/y

∆z/z

where y is the input parameter and z is the
outcome of interest.

Table 10 presents the baseline value of each of 
the parameters, together with their elasticities, 
for the model based on data for all patients. The
greater the elasticity, the more sensitive the cost-
effectiveness ratio to changes in that parameter.
Elasticities greater than 1 indicate that a percent-
age change in the input parameter results in 
a greater percentage change in the cost-
effectiveness ratio.
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FIGURE 6  Two–way threshold analysis* to indicate how more effective (in terms of reducing the revision rate) a new prosthesis 
has to be to justify its additional aquisition cost (––––, cost-neutral threshold; .........., £6500 per QALY threshold; – – –, £10,000 per 
QALY threshold)
* The analysis relates to an average cohort of whom 60% are women and the mean age is 65 years.
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TABLE 8  The maximum revision risk that a new prosthesis, costing 300%* more than the standard Charnley, has to achieve to be
considered cost-effective†

Reduction required in revision rate relative to 
established prosthesis

Patient sub-group Cost neutral £6500 per extra QALY £10,000 per extra QALY

All patients
(mean age 68 years; 71% female) 98% 51% 41%

Women
(mean age 67 years; Stanmore only) Undefined‡ 54% 43%

Men
(mean age 66 years; Stanmore only) 84% 44% 35%

Age < 50 at primary THR
(mean age 40 years; 63% female) 53% 27% 21%

Age 50–70 years at primary THR
(mean age 63 years; 66% female) 85% 44% 35%

Age > 70 years at primary THR
(mean age 76 years; 73% female) Undefined 76% 61%

* Approximately equivalent to the cost of many newer cementless prostheses.2
† Values are percentage reductions in the baseline revision risk of the established prosthesis.
‡ Undefined = it is impossible for a prosthesis to be cost-effective in this context.

TABLE 9  The maximum revision risk that a new prosthesis, costing 150%* more than the standard Charnley, has to achieve to be
considered cost-effective†

Reduction required in revision rate relative to 
established prosthesis

Patient sub-group Cost neutral £6500 per extra QALY £10,000 per extra QALY

All patients
(mean age 68 years; 71% female) 28% 14% 11%

Women
(mean age 67 years; Stanmore only) 30% 14% 11%

Men
(mean age 66 years; Stanmore only) 24% 12% 9%

Age < 50 at primary THR
(mean age 40 years; 63% female) 15% 7% 6%

Age 50–70 years at primary THR
(mean age 63 years; 66% female) 24% 12% 9%

Age > 70 years at primary THR
(mean age 76 years; 73% female) 41% 20% 16%

* Approximately equivalent to the cost of many newer cemented prostheses.2
† Values are percentage reductions in the baseline revision risk of the established prosthesis.
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It is clear from Table 10 that the two most 
important parameters in the model are the cost
and the effectiveness of a new prosthesis relative to
the standard prosthesis. Most of the remaining
parameters have low elasticities, indicating that
they are unlikely to be key parameters in terms of
determining cost-effectiveness. The two exceptions
are the cost of the revision operation and the
quality-of-life weights for no pain, both of which
have an elasticity approaching 1. Note that the 
cost of the primary operation (excluding the cost
of the prosthesis itself) has an elasticity of 0: this 
is because this cost is accrued for all patients

irrespective of the prosthesis they have fitted. 
(Of course, this result may change if a new
prosthesis significantly alters the time required 
for an operation.)

It is acknowledged that there may be substantial
variations in lengths of stay and other important
cost-generating events between hospital units 
and also changes over time in clinical practice, 
such as greater use of bone grafting, which may
affect the structure of costs in ways that sensitivity
analysis in preliminary modelling cannot 
fully address.

TABLE 10  Illustrative sensitivity analysis for both a typical new cementless prosthesis or a typical cemented prosthesis*

Parameter description Baseline value Elasticity†

Mortality rate associated with surgery
Primary THR 1% 0.02
Revision THR 1% –0.06

Revision rate (constant hazard) 4% –0.31

Cost of procedure
Primary THR £3686 0
Revision THR £5290 –0.92

Quality of life weight for:
‘no pain’ 1.00 –0.96
‘slight pain’ 0.69 –0.17
‘moderate pain’ 0.38 0.03
‘severe pain’ 0.19 0.09

Pain
Proportion of patients in no vs. slight pain following successful operation 80% –0.30
Proportion of patients in moderate vs. severe pain following hip failure 15% 0.02

Typical new cementless prosthesis
Additional cost of new prosthesis 300% 2.07
Revision risk reduction of new prosthesis 51% –2.88

Typical new cemented prosthesis
Additional cost of new prosthesis 150% 5.76
Revision risk reduction of new prosthesis 14% –1.94

* Note from Tables 8 and 9 that this gives a cost per QALY ratio of £6500.
† Calculated as the percentage change in outcome (cost per QALY ratio) over percentage change in input parameter. Quoted figures
based on 1% change in input parameter.
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Economic evaluations in 
the literature
There have been very few formal economic
evaluations of THR. Liang and colleagues146 under-
took a ‘before and after’ study of 45 consecutive
osteoarthritis patients undergoing total joint
replacement. They found that HRQL improved
appreciably by 6 months after surgery, but that
costs did not fall greatly compared with before
surgery. However, the absence of a genuine control
group, the relatively short follow-up, and the
absence of comparable cost-effectiveness estimates
for other procedures preclude a clear conclusion
on the cost-effectiveness of THR from this study.

A Canadian group147,148 report the results of an
economic evaluation undertaken alongside a
randomised trial which involved 250 osteoarthritis
patients and compared cemented and uncemented
prostheses for THR. The study collected resource use
and health-state valuation data directly from patients.
One year after surgery, the mean cost per patient was
Can$975 in the group in which the cemented pros-
thesis was used and Can$1297 in the group fitted
with the uncemented prosthesis (1988 prices). How-
ever, the study found no statistically significant differ-
ence in health state values between the two groups,
which suggests that the cemented prosthesis is more
cost-effective. The authors also compared pre-surgery
and post-surgery cost and health-state value data
from their study and estimated that the incremental
cost per QALY of THR (compared with no THR) was
between Can$8031 and Can$27,139, depending on
assumptions about the duration of benefit. They
concluded that, compared with other uses of health-
care resources, THR is highly cost-effective. However,
the study was based on a very short follow-up.

Perhaps the most rigorous economic evaluation of
THR was undertaken by Chang and colleagues149

who used a detailed decision analytic model and
data taken systematically from the published
literature to estimate the lifetime costs and QALYs
per patient of THR compared with non-surgical
management. They found that THR is less likely 
to be considered cost-effective in men and as age
increases. The model suggested that, for a 60-year-
old woman with functionally significant but not
dependent hip osteoarthritis, THR would actually

save money. In a man aged 85 years or older, the
incremental cost per additional QALY of THR was
estimated at US$4600 (1991 prices).

Possible economic implications of
the current analysis
The purpose of our analysis is not to estimate 
the cost-effectiveness of THR per se. Rather, it 
is to explore some of the economic implications of
the growth in the number of new implants available
in the UK. Given that these implants invariably
have higher acquisition costs than established
prostheses, it is sensible to ask how much more
effective they need to be, in terms of lower revision
rates, to be considered good value for money.

The analysis presented here shows that new
prostheses costing approximately 300% more than
established ones will probably be unable to gener-
ate reductions in THR revision risk that are suffi-
cient to produce overall cost savings. If purchasers
are willing to incur additional costs in return for
extra benefits to patients from more expensive
prostheses, then the likelihood of a new prosthesis
being considered cost-effective will depend partly
on the sub-group of patient being considered.

Suppose, for example, that a purchaser is prepared
to fund as cost-effective a new prosthesis that costs
more overall than established prostheses and has
an incremental cost per additional QALY of no
more than £6500. As shown in Table 8, to meet this
requirement a new prosthesis that costs 300% more
than the standard Charnley prosthesis will have 
to generate a 27% reduction in the revision rate
achieved by established prostheses in patients aged
< 50 years, but a reduction of 76% is needed for
patients aged 70 years and older. This is partly
because many elderly patients undergoing primary
THR will die well before a revision is necessary. In
contrast, for a new prosthesis that costs 150% more
than the standard Charnley prosthesis (Table 9),
only a 12% reduction in the revision rate for older
patients (aged 50–70 years) is required for the
prosthesis to be cost-effective. For younger patients
(aged < 50 years) the required reduction in 
revision rate is only 7%. Such levels of reduction
are far more plausible.

Chapter 7

Discussion of economic modelling
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This sort of analysis can feed into healthcare
decision making at various levels. If a new pros-
thesis has to halve the revision rate achieved by
standard implants to prove cost-effective, clinicians
and purchasers may consider this unfeasible and
continue with the established prosthesis.
Conversely, if the required reduction is much
smaller – say 5% – and, based on experience, 
the new implant seems to have achieved this
improvement then they may consider its use 
to be justified.

Preliminary modelling can also be of value in
planning research and development. Given the
dearth of long-term survival data on the newer
prostheses,2,120 but the evidence that these implants
are being used in the NHS,17 there may be an
inclination on the part of funders of research 
and development to support trials to establish
whether the newer implants are more effective.
However, if preliminary modelling indicates that 
a new prosthesis would have to cut revision rates 
by 50% to prove cost-effective, it may be concluded
that such a trial would be a waste of limited
research resources because such a difference 
simply is not feasible. Alternatively, if only a 5%
reduction in revision rates is required to achieve
value for money, a trial might be considered
worthwhile and the threshold estimate would assist
in the calculation of the required sample size. 
The modelling in Table 9 suggests that, for 
example, a quite small (7%) reduction in revision
rate is all that is required for a new cemented
prosthesis costing 150% of the standard Charnley
prosthesis in the case of younger patients. A trial 
to investigate such improvements could well 
prove worthwhile.

The implant manufacturers, too, can be usefully
informed by preliminary economic modelling. 
In setting the price of a new prosthesis, the manu-
facturer has control of a major determinant of the
prosthesis’ cost-effectiveness. If an estimate has
been made of the improvement in revision rate 
that is feasible with a new implant, the modelling
will indicate at what price the prosthesis would be
considered cost-effective while making a reason-
able return on investment. If manufacturers had
adopted this sort of approach in the past, it is 
likely that many of the new implants would never
have reached the market.

A major difficulty with preliminary economic
modelling is that whereas it is easy to define cost-
effectiveness in general terms it is difficult in
practice. If a new implant is only considered cost-
effective if it is cost neutral relative to the estab-
lished prosthesis, models using threshold analysis
would be straightforward, and this is probably why
earlier work of this type on THR has focused on
this definition of cost-effectiveness.130,131 However, 
it is quite feasible for a new implant to be more
expensive overall and still to be more cost-effective
than established techniques, as long as it generates
more benefits to patients, and those benefits are
valued sufficiently.

In principle, the use of QALYs in economic analysis
allows the benefits of all healthcare interventions to
be expressed in common units and to be related to
their costs. Hence, the concept of ranking the uses
of healthcare resources according to their incre-
mental costs per additional QALY has been sug-
gested as a tool for purchasers.150 In economic
evaluation a major area of uncertainty is where in
that ranking to set the cut-off point below which an
intervention is not considered cost-effective. In
practice, this threshold will vary between purchasers
and over time. The two thresholds used here (£6500
and £10,000) are, therefore, indicative only.

The analysis presented here indicates that the 
price of a prosthesis represents an important
element of the overall cost of THR. Many of the
newer implants, especially the cementless ones, 
cost over £1000.2 Even allowing for the possible
saving in the cost of cement, this represents at least
a 300% higher cost than that of an established
prosthesis. With this additional cost, it is unlikely
that new implants will ever save money compared
with established prostheses because to do so they
would have to reduce revision rates by about 90%
in comparison with established prostheses. If pur-
chasers are willing to accept an increase in costs as
long as additional benefits for patients are gener-
ated, to be cost-effective new implants with this sort
of additional acquisition cost will have to reduce
revision rates to between 50% and 60% of that of
established implants. If this level of reduction is
considered feasible, trials should be undertaken 
to confirm it. If not, the results of economic
modelling suggest that the role of the newer
implants in the NHS should be questioned.
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Conclusions
This review has sought to identify from an
extended search of available published research
those studies which provide the clearest and least
biased evidence of the relative performance of
different prostheses used for THR in the NHS. 
The evidence only relates to primary THR and
provides no clear inferences for revision THR, in
which the issues of bone loss and the emergence 
of bone impaction grafting raise different 
questions of cost-effectiveness of prostheses.

Although 11 RCTs were found that addressed the
issue, these trials did not provide a firm basis for any
conclusions about the relative performance of
different prostheses. It was not possible to perform
any kind of meta-analysis of the data from RCTs for
the simple reason that no two trials examined the
same set of prostheses. Moreover, in most trials the
sample size was small and patients had not been
followed up for the length of time required for
failure of the prosthesis to occur with any frequency.
Two RCTs were found with somewhat larger sample
sizes and longer periods of follow-up. Garellick and
colleagues37 randomised 410 patients to receive
either a Charnley or a Spectron prosthesis and have
so far reported the results over 5.6 years. Marston
and colleagues12 randomised 413 patients to receive
either a Charnley or a Stanmore prosthesis and have
followed up patients for 6.5 years so far. To date
publications from neither research group have
reported any significant differences between pros-
theses. However, the follow-up periods may be rather
too short for problems yet to have arisen. In general,
the small amount of data from RCTs provides no
clear evidence regarding relative medium to longer
term performance of prostheses.

There is continual innovation in basic biomedical
and bio-engineering science in relation to THR.
This will continue to provide new and important
understanding. However there is no immediate
prospect of major changes in the knowledge base
of THR, in the sense that the authors of this review
are not aware of major RCTs currently underway
that will transform our understanding of the
relative cost-effectiveness of existing prostheses.

Because of the extremely limited nature of the
evidence from RCTs, particular attention was 
given to the evidence provided by 18 studies 
which had in common the features that they were
comparative and concurrent (i.e. studying more
than one prosthesis being used over a common
period). It is not easy to estimate the extent to
which data from such non-randomised studies
address problems of bias and confounding arising
from other variables relating to patient, surgeon, 
or surgical centre that may be responsible for
differences between prostheses.

A major limitation in the available literature
generally was the poor level of outcome assessment.
Substantial risks of bias arise from reliance on
evidence such as rate of revision surgery or surgical
opinion of outcome. Above all, only exceptionally
has the literature on THR provided evidence of
outcomes as assessed by patients. This is a
fundamental flaw.

In terms of numbers of patients observed, the
evidence from comparative observational studies 
is very largely dominated by the Swedish National
Hip Arthroplasty Register initiated in 1979.6 This
register provides about 80% of all of the patients
observed in comparative observational studies
included in this review. The most recent report of
this Register, which appeared after we had carried
out the analyses for the current review, is based on
an even larger sample of over 130,000 primary THR
operations.127 The next most important contri-
bution is the Norwegian Register52,53 which provides
about 14% of patients reported in the comparative
observational studies found for this review. In the
absence of convincing evidence from RCTs the
Swedish and Norwegian registers provide the most
useful evidence that could be found of the relative
performance of different prostheses. The Swedish
Register in particular has the merits of a large
sample size, long periods of follow-up, and the
likelihood that results generalise well to all THR 
in Sweden. As well as providing evidence of the
comparative performance of prostheses, the
Register has been used to show the impact of 
types of cement, surgical method and hospital 
on revision rates.127 Such observational data have 

Chapter 8

Conclusions and recommendations for 
further research
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to be used to estimate likely effects when no 
better data exist.126

For exploratory purposes in this review, the
evidence available from all observational as well 
as randomised studies were finally combined to
provide an overall estimate of the failure rates of
different prostheses and the scale of differences
between prostheses. It is quite definitely not
intended that this meta-analysis should represent
an authoritative overall estimate of the relative
performance of different prostheses for THR
available in the NHS. The analysis combines data
gathered by studies with very diverse methodol-
ogies, and with uneven standards of reporting of
results. There are large differences between studies
in patient characteristics, and in the periods
observed (and therefore in the levels of expertise
of surgeons in the use of particular prostheses).
There were very substantial problems of comparing
outcomes across studies and assumptions had to be
made in order to standardise outcomes in the meta-
analysis. Although combining data in this way had
the effect of increasing the sample size for esti-
mating failure rates for different prostheses, the
extent to which a variety of possible biases may
influence such results is impossible to estimate.
This exploratory meta-analysis represents – rather
like the economic modelling also reported in this
study – an attempt to estimate the possible scale of
differences in performance of prostheses, but it
cannot be considered a precise estimate of the
relative performance of any single prosthesis.

The Charnley prosthesis has been available the
longest. It is by far the most frequently studied of
prostheses and has data for longer periods of
follow-up based on a much larger number of
patients than any other prosthesis. Data from the
Swedish Register6 that were available for this review
showed it performed very well. This has been
confirmed in more recent (1996) results for the
Register which show no significant differences in
performance after 15 years between the three most
successful prostheses: the Charnley, Lubinus IP and
CAD.127 Amongst studies of any size only in the
Norwegian Register is there evidence of a pros-
thesis performing clearly better than the Charn-
ley.52 In that study a significantly more favourable
survival rate is reported for the Spectron/ITH in
this study, but the results are based on just 2.7 years
of follow-up.

Given the weakness of all evidence identified 
for the current review, the relative success of the
Charnley prosthesis has to be expressed tentatively.
Nevertheless it can be said that the Charnley is the

most investigated of all prostheses, and the
evidence on it is consistently favourable, with no
other prosthesis clearly performing consistently
more favourably. Unfortunately an important
limitation on this statement is the fact that the
design of the Charnley prosthesis – like that of
other prostheses – has changed over the years 
of its use. Much of the evidence assessed in this 
review therefore does not necessarily apply to the
Charnley prosthesis currently in use in the NHS.

If we are cautious in our expression of how positive
the evidence is for the Charnley prosthesis, state-
ments of the relative success of other prostheses
have to be even more guarded. The Lubinus has
performed indistinguishably from the Charnley in
the Swedish Register, but it is not widely used in the
NHS. It is a matter of curiosity that it has not been
adopted more often by UK orthopaedic surgeons
given the relatively favourable evidence available.
From the meta-analysis, the Exeter appeared to
have a relatively favourable revision rate. In the
most recent data from the Swedish register,127 the
Exeter prosthesis with polished finish has a more
favourable revision rate than the Charnley pros-
thesis. Overall, there is far less observational evi-
dence for the Exeter and it has not been included
in any RCTs found for this review. Thus there is
evidence suggesting that Exeter polished may,
along with Charnley, be associated with favourable
long term outcomes, but the extent of the evidence
is not so substantial.

There is little substantial evidence available for the
Stanmore prosthesis. The meta-analysis suggested
that it may be associated with a revision rate not
very markedly higher than that of the Charnley or
Exeter prosthesis. A recent overview concluded
more emphatically in favour of the Stanmore.122

This was in part influenced by the evidence of the
RCT of Marston and colleagues12 to which
reference has already been made. To the extent
that the Charnley is a ‘gold standard’ for com-
parative purposes, the inability of Marston and
colleagues to detect any difference between the
Charnley and Stanmore prostheses may be
considered favourable evidence for the latter.

At the other extreme, the available evidence –
almost entirely observational – has occasionally
identified prostheses with a particularly poor
record. The Christiansen fell out of use because 
of very high revision rates observed in the 
Swedish national register.

More generally, non-cemented prostheses are 
less commonly used in all the countries for which
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there is evidence. However they are particularly
used for younger patients, who may in the future
come forward for THR in growing numbers.
Amongst non-cemented prostheses, HA-coated 
and hemispheric prostheses seem to perform 
more favourably, although their relatively recent
introduction means shorter observation of
potential problems. Some threaded metal-backed
prostheses (e.g. Ti-Fit) were found to perform less
well than other cementless prostheses in the
analysis of the Norwegian register’s data set of
cementless prostheses.53 This is consistent with the
evidence from the meta-analysis by Yahiro and
colleagues121 which compared revision rates of
threaded acetabular cups with cemented and
porous ingrowth acetabular cups and found
significantly higher revision rates for 
threaded cups.

For the majority of the prostheses introduced into
the NHS, the evidence from the present review is
entirely consistent with previously expressed judge-
ments,2,122 in concluding that there is little or no
systematic evidence about outcomes to support
their adoption by orthopaedic surgeons. Recently
introduced prostheses usually cost considerably
more than established prostheses. The price of 
the Charnley was quoted as £282 in a survey of
manufacturers published in 1995.2 The same
source reported that, of 24 cementless prostheses,
16 cost more than £1000 each. The results of the
economic modelling carried out in this review
(which must be regarded with caution because of
the assumptions made and evidence used)
suggested that more expensive prostheses, such as
the majority of cementless prostheses, would need
to be associated with substantial improvements in
the overall revision rate to justify their higher
prices. It is quite clear that there is no evidence for
such improvements in outcomes of more recently
adopted prostheses. Indeed, the total costs to
society associated with poorer results of THR using
some newer prostheses can be high.151 The scope
for achieving substantial improvements in older
patients that justify the higher costs of prostheses 
is not great because of the reduced life expectancy
of patients. It might also be argued that even in
younger patients the 27% reduction in revision
rates required by the modelling reported in this
review is not very plausible.

Implications of the findings

Use of prostheses in the NHS
It might be argued that the range of prostheses
made available for use in the NHS should be

restricted to the small number (two or three)
prostheses identified by this review as having
relatively favourable supportive evidence. Surgeons
would have very restricted ability to use other
prostheses. In our view, the evidence available does
not justify such a severe restriction because it does
not unambiguously identify the prostheses that
should be selected. Surgeons also need to be
comfortable with the materials and techniques that
they use. Therefore although this review has
concluded that a small number of well-established
prostheses such as the Charnley have a somewhat
firmer evidence base, it would not be appropriate,
given the current limited state of knowledge, to
conclude that the use of other prostheses should 
be discontinued. On the basis of the data found for
this review it would seem appropriate to suggest
that orthopaedic surgeons should consider the
rationale for selection of prostheses very carefully 
if they prefer to use prostheses for which there is
no strong evidence base.

Equally, it does seem consistent with the evidence
provided here to argue that the greater the costs 
of prostheses, the greater the onus should be on
manufacturers and other parties concerned to
justify those costs in terms of evidence of cost-
effectiveness before a prosthesis is adopted for 
use in the NHS.

Recommendations for research

It has been argued that national prospective
registers or dedicated trials are needed to provide
independent evidence to purchasers, clinicians 
and patients of the relative performance of
prostheses.1,18 The findings of the present review
support such arguments. There are very few
independent data with which to evaluate the new
prostheses which are being increasingly used in the
NHS. With minor exceptions, for this report we
have had to resort to the registers of Sweden and,
to a lesser extent, Norway to obtain evidence to
inform the review. This is far from satisfactory, not
only because the profile of use of prostheses in
those countries differs from that in the UK, but also
because of the unknown scale of differences in
surgical practice between countries. A UK register
of prostheses would clearly have greater power to
distinguish levels of performance of prostheses,
and also to identify other factors influencing
outcomes, because a much larger population is
provided for by the NHS than is possible in Sweden
and Norway. A UK register could be in a number of
formats, ranging from a minimal register of THRs
that identified the type of prosthesis used, through
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to a format with some longitudinal monitoring of
major failure in the form of revision surgery and, in
the most ambitious form, longitudinal monitoring
of patient-based outcomes and other key variables.
Obviously the costs of a register would increase 
with the scale of its format.

The case for a register also needs to be considered
in terms of the potential benefits of informing
orthopaedic surgery and society generally about
determinants of outcome other than prostheses,
such as the role of surgical expertise and surgical
technique. Rather than recommending the setting
up of a register per se, instead we urge that the 
case for a register should be evaluated very
seriously. The case for a register is not clear-cut
because of all of the limitations of drawing clear
inferences from observational evidence which 
have been illustrated by this review. A register 
may only draw attention to the most poorly
performing prostheses.

Randomised trials will produce more precise
estimates of the relative cost-effectiveness of
prostheses, and we recommend that their role 
be as seriously examined as that of the register. 
It may well prove impossible to justify trials of the
more expensive cementless prostheses because,
taking revision surgery as the proxy indicator of
outcome for such trials, the extent of the reduction
in revision rate they would need to achieve is so
large and implausible. On the other hand, the
preliminary economic modelling reported here
suggests that prostheses costing 150% more than
the Charnley prosthesis could well be found to be
cost-effective from the evidence of trials because
only modest reductions in revision surgery would
need to be achieved. In particular, our modelling

points to trials of different prostheses for use in
younger patients as being more likely to deliver
evidence of plausible levels of improvement. 
The case for such trials particularly needs to 
be considered.

Although it has often been observed that there is
no tradition of RCTs in orthopaedic surgery, and
the practical and other obstacles are substantial,
recent successful implementation of RCTs in
relation to THR12,38 suggests that there are no
insurmountable problems. The main problem is
that recent examples of RCTs were almost certainly
considerably under-powered. To produce large
sample sizes, and so that trials in this field do not
become prohibitively expensive, greater thought
needs to be given to the feasibility of multicentre
trials of THR. One of the most labour intensive and
therefore most expensive aspects of surgical trials is
the clinical assessment of outcome. It is increasingly
clear that whereas surgical opinions of key aspects
of outcome of THR are not accurately or reliably
assessed, patient-based outcome measures of
function and HRQL may provide data that are not
only more standardised, reliable and validated but
also more relevant and appropriate.152–154 They may
have the vital additional merit of rendering large
clinical trials far more feasible. A simple patient-
based measure of outcome has been developed 
and validated for use in THR and is currently the
primary outcome for a national observational 
audit of THR in England.155,156 As our review has
demonstrated, there is an urgent need for clearer
and more authoritative evidence of the relative
value to patients of the proliferating range of
prostheses available and in use in the NHS. We
recommend that patient-based outcome measures
be central to such evaluation.
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To identify current patterns of use of prostheses
in THR by UK orthopaedic surgeons, a survey

was designed and carried out.

Methods

A draft questionnaire was drawn up, intended to
obtain basic information about preferences regard-
ing prostheses in THR. The questionnaire was then
tested by asking six orthopaedic surgeons to fill it
out and then assess its relevance and acceptability.
A revised version of the questionnaire was then
tested on two further orthopaedic surgeons. The
focus of the questionnaire was upon currently used
prostheses, recent changes in use, reasons for
change, and views about the role of prostheses
compared with other factors in influencing
outcomes of THR.

Sampling

The Register of Fellows of the British Orthopaedic
Association was used as a sampling frame. Every
third surgeon listed as resident in the UK was 
sent a questionnaire and explanatory letter. 
Non-respondents were sent a reminder letter 
after 4 weeks.

A total of 336 surgeons returned the questionnaire
(81% response rate). Of these, 302 surgeons had
performed primary THR in the last year. They are
the primary focus of the survey for this review and
the denominator for results. Their average age was

47.1 years (range, 35–70 years). All were of
consultant grade. They were asked to estimate 
the number of THRs they had performed in the
year before the survey. About one-third (33.8%)
reported performing 30 or fewer, whereas 
47% reported performing more than 40 THR
operations in the past year.

Use of prostheses

By far the most commonly used prosthesis was 
the Charnley (53% of respondents; Table 1). The
only other prostheses used by more than 10% of
respondents were the Exeter and Müller.

Comment

The dominant role of the Charnley prosthesis is
consistent with the evidence of Newman1 who
found that it was by far the most commonly used
prosthesis in NHS hospitals in England in 1991
(reported as in use by 74% of hospitals performing
THR). Also consistent with Newman’s survey is the
much lower frequency with which cementless
prostheses are reported as being used. In our
survey, as in Newman’s, the Furlong was reported as
the most frequently used cementless prosthesis.
The one major difference between the two surveys
is that the Ring cementless prosthesis was reported
by Newman as in use by almost as many hospitals as
reported the use of the Furlong, whereas at the
time of the current survey less than 1% of surgeons
reported the use of the Ring cementless prosthesis.

Appendix 1

A survey of current use of prostheses by NHS
orthopaedic surgeons





2. RANDOMIZED-CONTROLLED TRIAL in PT
3. RANDOMIZED-CONTROLLED-TRIALS/all

subheadings
4. RANDOM-ALLOCATION (Term allows no

subheadings)
5. DOUBLE-BLIND-METHOD (Term allows no

subheadings)
6. SINGLE-BLIND-METHOD (Term allows no

subheadings)
7. #2 or #3 or #4 or #5 or #6
8. TG=ANIMAL not (TG=HUMAN and

TG=ANIMAL)
9. #7 not #8
10. CLINICAL-TRIAL in PT
11. explode CLINICAL-TRIALS/all subheadings
12. (CLIN* near TRIAL*) in TI
13. (CLIN* near TRIAL*) in AB
14. (SINGL* or DOUBL or TREBL* or TRIPL*)

near (BLIND* or MASK*)
15. (#14 in TI or (#14 in AB)
16. PLACEBOS/all subheadings
17. PLACEBO* in TI
18. PLACEBO* in AB
19. RANDOM* in TI
20. RANDOM* in AB
21. RESEARCH-DESIGN/all subheadings
22. #10 or #11 or #12 or #13 or #15 or #16 or #17

or #18 or #19 or #20 or #21
23. 69331 #8

24. #22 not #23
25. HIP PROSTHESIS/all subheadings
26. PROSTHESIS-FAILURE/all subheadings
27. CEMENTATION /
28. REOPERATION/all subheadings
29. explode PROSTHESIS-DESIGN/all

subheadings
30. PROSTHESIS-RELATED INFECTIONS/

all subheadings
31. PROSTHESIS-FITTING/all subheadings
32. explode COHORT STUDIES (Term allows 

no subheadings)
33. explode OUTCOME-AND-PROCESS

ASSESSMENT-HEALTH-CARE/all
subheadings

34. PATIENT-SATISFACTION/all subheadings
35. CLINICAL-TRIAL in PT
36. MULTICENTER-STUDIES/all subheadings
37. INTERVENTION-STUDIES(Term allows 

no subheadings)
38. explode EVALUATION-STUDIES
39. explode TREATMENT-OUTCOME (Term

allows no subheadings)
40. #25 or #26 or #27 or #28 or #29 or #30 

or #31
41. #32 or #33 or #34 or #35 or #36 or #37 or 

#38 or #39
42. #9 or #24 or #41
43. #42 and #40
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Appendix 2

MEDLINE search strategy





Sample years: 1985, 1990, 1994
1. Clinical Orthopaedics and Related Research
2. Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery (American

edition)
3. Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery (British edition)
4. Acta Orthopaedica Scandinavica

5. Acta Orthopaedica Scandinavica Supplementum
6. Acta Orthopaedica Belgica
7. Journal of Arthroplasty
8. Zeitschrift fur Orthopadie und ihre Grenzgebiete
9. Orthopedics
10. Archives of Orthopaedic and Trauma Surgery
11. International Orthopaedics
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Ranked listing of journals from MEDLINE
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1. CLINICAL STUDY @ EX
2. CASE REPORT ‘KMAJOR, KMINOR
3. 1-2
4. DOUBLE BLIND PROCEDURE @ KMAJOR,

KMINOR
5. SINGLE BLIND PROCEDURE @ KMAJOR,

KMINOR
6. FOLLOW UP @ KMAJOR, KMINOR
7. LONG TERM @ TI, AB, KWDS
8. ARTHROPLASTY @ KMAJOR, KMINOR
9. ACETABULUM FRACTURE @KMAJOR,

KMINOR
10. HIP FRACTURE @ KMAJOR, KMINOR
11. HIP INJURY @ KMAJOR, KMINOR
12. HIP SURGERY @ EX
13. HUMAN @ KMAJOR, KMINOR
14. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
15. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
16. 14 + 15
17. HIP REPLACEMENT* @ TI, AB, KWDS
18. HIP ARTHROPLAST* @ TI, AB, KWDS
19. HIP PROSTHE* @ TI, AB, KWDS

20. ACETABUL* @TI, AB, KWDS
21. BI-POLAR @ TI, AB, KWDS
22. HEMI-ARTHROPLAST* @ TI, AB, KWDS
23. HEMIARTHROPLAST* @ TI, AB, KWDS
24. RANDOM* @ TI, AB, KWDS
25. DOUBLE BLIND @TI, AB, KWDS
26. SINGLE BLIND @ TI, AB, KWDS
27. TRIPL*BLIND @ TI, AB, KWDS
28. TREBL*BLIND @TI, AB, KWDS
29. SINGLE MASK* @ TI, AB, KWDS
30. DOUBLE MASK* @ TI, AB, KWDS
31. TRIPLE* MASK* @ TI, AB, KWDS
32. TREBL*MASK* @ TI, AB,KWDS
33. CONTROL*TRIAL* @ TI, AB, KWDS
34. CONTROL* STUD* @ TI, AB, KWDS
35. FOLLOW UP @ TI, AB, KWDS
36. 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23
37. 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35
38. 36 + 37
39. 16, 38
40. 13 + 39
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EMBASE search strategy
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Sample years: 1992–1994
1. Clinical Orthopaedics and Related Research
2. Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery (British edition)
3. Acta Orthopaedica Scandinavica
4. Journal of Arthroplasty
5. Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery 

(American edition)

6. International Orthopaedics
7. Archives of Orthopaedic and Trauma 

Surgery
8. Journal of the Japanese Orthopaedic 

Association
9. Acta Anaesthesiologica Scandinavica
10. International Journal of Radiation 

Oncology, Biology, Physics

Appendix 5

Ranked listing of journals from EMBASE
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Introduction
At the beginning of the study, it was decided that an
analysis of the quality of evidence obtained for this
review be undertaken in order to examine whether
any ‘false positive’ or ‘false negative’ conclusions
might arise because of inclusion in the review of less
rigorously conducted studies.157 An informal
inspection of the quality of studies obtained from
the search phase of the review made it clear that
there were unlikely to be any clear positive or nega-
tive conclusions from the review. In addition, there
were unlikely to be many generalisations about the
presence or absence of effects of specific prostheses
based on the highest quality of evidence available
(i.e. RCTs). It was also clear that there was no scope
for meta-analysis of RCTs because each trial
addressed a unique comparison of prostheses. On
the other hand it was thought important to provide
an assessment of the quality of evidence in this field
for its own sake, rather than to determine inclusion
criteria for studies for the review or to weight studies
in the analysis of results. In particular, an assessment
of the quality of studies in this field should provide
indications of how future research on prostheses
could be conducted more effectively. It was there-
fore decided to review all RCTs found in the search
and a sample of other studies.

Methods

There are a number of different check-lists available
for the assessment of RCTs, but as there is no ‘gold-
standard’ measure of a good trial there is therefore
no method of determining the best check-list.157,158

It was decided that a check-list was needed that
could be applied to non-randomised studies as well
as to RCTs. A check-list was drawn up based on a
previous check-list developed by one of the current
investigators (RM) to assess the quality of studies
appearing in an orthopaedic research journal.159

This check-list is highly relevant to the assessment of
orthopaedic research but had not been developed
specifically to assess RCTs. Therefore the investi-
gators also drew on a commonly cited check-list for
RCTs.160 The resulting instrument was then piloted
on four studies by three investigators (JD, RF, ES)
and a discussion was held to draw up a revised draft
in the light of the pilot.

In the main study, each paper was assessed by three
raters (one orthopaedic surgeon, and two non-
surgeon researchers working in the field of ortho-
paedics). Raters were drawn from a panel of three
orthopaedic surgeons (C. Bulstrode, AC, DM) and
four non-surgical researchers who have worked on
outcomes of orthopaedic surgery (JD, RF, RM, ES).
In this way each paper was rated by at least one
expert in orthopaedic surgery and two experts in
research methods. Papers were scored blind to
others’ ratings. A paper was given its final score on
the basis of a majority ‘vote’ (e.g. two out of three
raters agreeing that a study did not have a clear
definition of primary outcome). No majority
agreed rating occurred when, for example, on 
the item about a clear definition of primary
outcome, one rater’s opinion was ‘yes’, another’s
was ‘no’ and the third’s was ‘not applicable’. An
indication of the extent of agreement between
raters is that of 1053 ratings required over the 
39 studies, there was no majority agreement on
only 56 (5.3%).

Thirty-nine studies were rated. They were selected
in the following way. All 12 RCTs were included in
the assessment (11 studies cited in the main review,
together with an RCT of method of fixation that
was subsequently excluded from the review). An
equal number (12) of comparative observational
studies were selected from the 18 studies included
in the main review. Finally, 15 observational studies
of single prostheses were selected. Studies were
stratified into three approximately equal periods:
1980–1984, 1985–1989 and 1990–1995, and five
studies were randomly selected from each of 
the three periods.

To provide a simple standardised expression 
of the quality of studies, groups of studies (RCTs,
comparative studies, single prosthesis studies) 
as a whole are scored in each of the six 
areas assessed:

• clarity of study question and definition of
outcome

• description of prosthesis and fixation
• description of study sample
• adequacy of randomisation
• duration and completeness of follow-up
• statistical and analytical considerations.

Appendix 6
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Scores are the sum of positive (‘yes’) scores as a
proportion of possible positive scores (with ‘not
applicable’ removed from the denominator). An
entirely arbitrary classification was made on the
basis of the score: any criterion with a score of 
75% and above was classified as ‘good quality’, 
a score between 74% and 50% was taken to 
indicate ‘intermediate quality’, and a score below
50% was deemed to indicate ‘poor quality’. 
Scores for individual assessment items are 
shown in Tables 11–13.

Results

RCTs
The 12 RCTs were rated very favourably in terms 
of two dimensions: clarity of study question and 
of definition of outcome, and description of
prosthesis and fixation method, with positive 
scores of 90% and 92% respectively (Table 14).

RCTs were of ‘intermediate quality’ in terms of
description of the study sample, duration and
completeness of follow-up and statistical and ana-
lytical considerations. There was very little evidence
of co-morbidity assessed in patients. This may not
be considered a serious failing since patients have
to be sufficiently fit to undergo THR. More
seriously, only five out of 12 trials gave a clear
description of inclusion and exclusion criteria. 
This makes it difficult for readers to know exactly 
to whom trial results apply. In terms of duration
and completeness of follow-up, no trial analysed
the consequences of loss to follow-up. This can 
be a serious source of potential bias in orthopaedic
clinical trials.161 Probably the most serious single
deficit in the RCTs is that no trial was based on any
justification of sample size such as power calcu-
lation. This is of major concern. Trials that are too
small risk committing type II errors of missing a
difference that truly exists. It is likely that power
calculations would reveal that to detect relatively
small differences in infrequent problems between
prostheses, trials of at least 1000 are required.2,16,162

In this case all of the trials found in the search may
well be underpowered. This is probably why only
one of the 12 trials was rated as of adequate sample
size to detect failure.

The RCTs in the study were scored overall as ‘poor’
in terms of control of bias in study design. If the
items in Table 11 are examined more closely, it is
not clear how feasible or how important it is in
orthopaedic surgical trials to mask patients to their
study assignment, or indeed for study statisticians
and investigators to be blind to the identity of 

arms of the trial. It is of more concern that in 
five out of 12 trials the investigators did not 
check baseline values to examine the success 
of the randomisation.

Comparative observational studies
As with the RCTs, the comparative observational
studies were rated favourably in terms of the first
two of the six general criteria: clarity of study
question and definition of outcome, and descrip-
tion of prosthesis and fixation method. Neverthe-
less, it is of concern that, from more specific items
(Table 12), four out of 12 reports did not give an
adequate description of the method of fixation.
Since the comparative studies with concurrent
controls form the most important source of
evidence of relative performance of prostheses, 
such basic aspects of a study need to be described
more accurately.

The comparative studies were rated overall as
intermediate in terms of quality with regard to
duration and completeness of follow-up. As with
RCTs there was hardly any analysis of the conse-
quences of loss to follow-up. Three out of 12 studies
did not provide any explanation for their loss to
follow-up and four out of 12 did not make clear the
duration of observation to follow-up assessment.

The very low score for control of bias in study
design requires comment. It could reasonably be
argued that since these were non-experimental
studies, this criterion is inappropriate. Raters gave
low scores rather than ‘not applicable’ because 
it is at least debatable whether, if comparative
observational studies are to continue to be central
to orthopaedic surgical research, issues regarding
blinding may still be considered as methods of
reducing bias. Certainly it is of even greater import-
ance for non-randomised designs to examine
baseline values for patients being compared.

Comparative observational studies were overall
rated as poor in terms of describing the study
sample. A majority of studies failed to describe
adequately inclusion and exclusion criteria, 
basic characteristics of the sample and disease/
diagnostic information (Table 12). Studies were also
‘poor’ in terms of statistical and analytical consider-
ations. As with RCTs, the most notable feature is
the failure to justify sample size (and therefore the
likelihood that samples were inadequate). It is of
interest that Malchau and colleagues6 estimate
from the data in the Swedish register that to have
adequate power to detect a difference in revision
rate between Charnley and CAD over 5 years 
would require a sample of 19,180 patients.
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TABLE 11  Methodological assessment of sample of RCTs of prostheses. Agreed ratings for 12 RCTs

Assessment item Yes No Unable Not No agreed 
to judge applicable rating

1. Clarity of study question and definition of outcome
Is the purpose of the study clearly stated? 12 – – – –

Is the definition of prosthesis failure clear? 11 – – – 1

Is there a clear definition of primary outcome(s)? 11 – – – 1

Are standardised outcome measures used? 10 2 – – –

Are the outcome measures used appropriate for the purpose 
of the study? 10 2 – – –

2. Description of prosthesis and method of fixation
Is the prosthesis design adequately described? 11 1 – – –

Is the method of fixation adequately described? 11 1 – – –

3. Description of study sample
Is the method of selection of the sample adequately described? 9 3 – – –

Are study exclusion and inclusion criteria stated? 5 2 5 – –

Is the baseline sample clearly described in terms of basic 
characteristics (age, sex etc.)? 9 3 – – –

Is the study sample sufficiently homogeneous in terms of 
disease/diagnosis? 10 1 – – 1

Is the study sample sufficiently homogeneous in terms of 
co-morbidity? 1 – 10 – 1

4. Control of bias in study design
Is the method of randomisation adequate? 6 1 4 – 1

Is a method of masking the patient to the intervention 
allocated stated? 2 8 1 – 1

Were outcome assessors blind to intervention allocation? 4 4 4 – –

Are baseline values for groups compared? 6 5 – – 1

5. Duration and completeness of follow-up
Are intervals between surgery and follow-up assessment 
clearly stated? 12 – – – –

Are reasons for loss of patients at follow-up stated? 8 2 – 1 1

Are those lost to follow-up compared to rest of sample? – 8 – – 4

Is there an appropriate length of follow-up? 9 2 – – 1

6. Statistical and analytical considerations
Has the study sample size been justified? – 12 – – –

Are the data clearly presented? 9 3 – – –

Was the data analyst masked to interventions? – – 12 – –

Has type of statistical test and actual probability value 
been stated? 9 3 – – –

Are statistical tests appropriate to study? 7 4 – – 1

Is the sample on which failures are assessed adequate? 1 3 1 6 1

Are conclusions justified by evidence? 9 1 – – 2
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TABLE 12  Methodological assessment of sample of RCTs of prostheses. Agreed ratings for 12 comparative observational studies

Assessment item Yes No Unable Not No agreed 
to judge applicable rating

1. Clarity of study question and definition of outcome
Is the purpose of the study clearly stated? 11 1 – – –

Is the definition of prosthesis failure clear? 10 2 – – –

Is there a clear definition of primary outcome(s)? 9 3 – – –

Are standardised outcome measures used? 6 4 – – 2

Are the outcome measures used appropriate for the purpose 
of the study? 7 1 – – 4

2. Description of prosthesis and method of fixation
Is the prosthesis design adequately described? 10 2 – – –

Is the method of fixation adequately described? 8 4 – – –

3. Description of study sample
Is the method of selection of the sample adequately described? 8 4 – – –

Are study exclusion and inclusion criteria stated? 3 7 – – 2

Is the baseline sample clearly described in terms of basic 
characteristics (age, sex etc)? 5 7 – – –

Is the study sample sufficiently homogeneous in terms 
of disease/diagnosis? 3 5 3 – 1

Is the study sample sufficiently homogeneous in terms 
of co-morbidity? – 1 11 – –

4. Control of bias in study design
Is the method of randomisation adequate? – – – 12 –

Is a method of masking the patient to the intervention 
allocated stated? – – – 12 –

Were outcome assessors blind to intervention allocation? – 4 1 7 –

Are baseline values for groups compared? – 12 – – –

5. Duration and completeness of follow-up
Are intervals between surgery and follow-up assessment 
clearly stated? 7 4 – – 1

Are reasons for loss of patients at follow-up stated? 6 3 – 1 2

Are those lost to follow-up compared to rest of sample? 1 9 – 1 1

Is there an appropriate length of follow-up? 9 1 – – 2

6. Statistical and analytical considerations
Has the study sample size been justified? 1 11 – – –

Are the data clearly presented? 9 3 – – –

Was the data analyst masked to interventions? – 6 1 1 4

Has type of statistical test and actual probability value 
been stated? 9 3 – – –

Are statistical tests appropriate to study? 5 5 1 – 1

Is the sample on which outcomes are assessed adequate? 4 5 2 – 1

Are conclusions justified by evidence? 8 2 – – 2
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TABLE 13  Methodological assessment of sample of observational studies of single prostheses. Agreed ratings for 15 observational studies

Assessment item Yes No Unable Not No agreed 
to judge applicable rating

1. Clarity of study question and definition of outcome
Is the purpose of the study clearly stated? 14 1 – – –

Is the definition of prosthesis failure clear? 15 – – – –

Is there a clear definition of primary outcome(s)? 14 1 – – –

Are standardised outcome measures used? 13 2 – – –

Are the outcome measures used appropriate for the purpose 
of the study? 12 1 – – 2

2. Description of prosthesis and method of fixation
Is the prosthesis design adequately described? 15 – – – –

Is the method of fixation adequately described? 14 1 – – –

3. Description of study sample
Is the method of selection of the sample adequately described? 7 8 – – –

Are study exclusion and inclusion criteria stated? 3 12 – – –

Is the baseline sample clearly described in terms of basic 
characteristics (age, sex etc)? – – – 15 –

Is the study sample sufficiently homogeneous in terms of 
disease/diagnosis? 8 2 2 1 2

Is the study sample sufficiently homogeneous in terms 
of co-morbidity? – – 15 – –

4. Control of bias in study design
Is the method of randomisation adequate? – – – 15 –

Is a method of masking the patient to the intervention 
allocated stated? – – – 15 –

Were outcome assessors blind to intervention allocation? – – – 15 –

Are baseline values for groups compared? – – – 15 –

5. Duration and completeness of follow-up
Are intervals between surgery and follow-up assessment 
clearly stated? 13 2 – – –

Are reasons for loss of patients at follow-up stated? 6 8 – – –

Are those lost to follow-up compared to rest of sample? – 9 – 4 2

Is there an appropriate length of follow-up? 14 1 – – –

6. Statistical and analytical considerations
Has the study sample size been justified? – 15 – – –

Are the data clearly presented? 6 9 – – –

Was the data analyst masked to interventions? – – – 15 –

Has type of statistical test and actual probability value 
been stated? 4 2 – 7 2

Are statistical tests appropriate to study? 3 3 – 5 4

Is the sample on which outcomes are assessed adequate? 9 4 1 – –

Are conclusions justified by evidence? 10 3 – – 2
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Single prosthesis studies
In summary, the 15 studies of single prostheses
have merits and faults almost identical to those of
the comparative observational studies. They had
particularly poor scores for a number of items in
relation to description of the study sample and
statistical and analytical considerations (Tables 13
and 14).

Conclusion

The original purpose of this methodological review
was to take account of the quality of evidence that
might influence inferences made about the relative
effectiveness of prostheses. As it became clear that
hardly any strong inferences could be made about
any prostheses, except informally with regard to
Charnley, it was not necessary to stratify evidence

for prostheses by the quality or rigour of the
evidence. Nevertheless this review provides strong
support for the view that there is no strong
evidence base for choice of hip prosthesis at
present. There are very few RCTs and those that
have been performed are based on small sample
sizes and with a few exceptions have not observed
outcomes over a sufficiently long time period.
Numerous methodological limitations surround
what constitutes the vast majority of the evidence
(i.e. observational studies). Others researchers have
noted the lack of appropriate survival analysis
available accurately to estimate the relative per-
formance of prostheses, and the virtually complete
absence of measures of outcomes of THR that
matter to patients.3,153,154 This review draws
attention to a number of other problems, partic-
ularly lack of power but also other design and
analytical limitations.

TABLE 14  Summary scores for methodological quality of studies of THR

RCTs Comparative Single-prosthesis 
observational studies observational studies

Criteria Positively scored Positively scored Positively scored 
(%) (%) (%)

Clarity of study question and 
definition of outcome 54/60 (90) 49/60 (82) 68/75 (91)

Description of prosthesis and 
fixation method 22/24 (92) 18/24 (75) 29/30 (97)

Description of study sample 34/60 (57) 19/60 (32) 18/59 (31)

Control of bias in study design 18/48 (38) 0/17 (0) na* (–)

Duration and completeness of follow-up 29/47 (62) 23/46 (50) 33/56 (59)

Statistical and analytical considerations 35/78 (45) 36/83 (43) 32/78 (41)

Total scores 198/317 (62) 145/290 (50) 180/298 (60)

* na = not applicable
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